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Introduction 
Tout travail de traduction commence avec le texte original : avant de traduire, il 
faut lire. I1 est Cvident que la premikre dCmarche du traducteur doit 6tre de rentrer dans le 
monde crCC par le texte et de comprendre non seulement ses mots mais ses couleurs, non 
seulement sa syntaxe mais ses structures fondamentales. Surtout quant il s'agit d'une 
pikce de thC&tre, le lecteur doit en m6me temps s'imaginer cornrne un spectateur ; en 
traduisant le texte thCAtra1, pour bien lire il faut visualiser, Ccouter et parler. Mon projet 
Ctait en traduction et non pas en traductologie, et une analyse thdorique sur la traduction 
est en dehors de la portCe de ces notes : je souligne seulement que j'ai approchk la 
traduction de Chdteau en SuBde de Franqoise Sagan tout d'abord en tant que lectrice. 
Pour bien lire et comprendre mon texte source alors, et avant de le traduire, j'ai 
trouvC pertinent de le situer (et son auteur de m6me) dans son contexte biographique et 
littkraire: ce que j'Clabore dans mes reflexions sur la pikce franqaise. Cette partie 
contient egalement un rCsumC des probl6mes qu'elle pose en tant que pikce de thC&tre, 
ainsi que les Clements stylistiques d'un intCr6t particulier pour le traducteur. En faisant 
cette lecture approfondie, j'y ai apportk mes expdriences d'ktudes en analyse littkraire. 
Cependant, comme j'explique dans mes rCflexions sur la piece traduite, bien que je 
trouve 17interprCtation du texte original aussi essentielle qu'inevitable, il existe des 
dangers dans cette demarche qui exigent une certaine prudence. C'est dans le cadre 
d'une discussion des (( dangers a Cviter )) que je ddtaille les principes auxquels j'ai tent6 
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d'adhdrer en traduisant Chateau en SuBde : ce que j'ai espCrC faire et les pieges tentateurs 
que j'ai essaye a tout prix d'eviter. 
En general, dans la premiere partie de ces notes, je rdponds aux questions : 
pourquoi Sagan ? pourquoi Chateau en SuBde ? Et quel est 1'intCret dans la traduction de 
cette ceuvre? La seconde partie contient l'explication des (( norrnes de traduction >>, c'est- 
&-dire les principes que je viens d'Cvoquer, puis procede a une exploration detaillee des 
problkmes spdcifiques que j'ai rencontres, les choix a faire et les solutions que j'ai 
trouvees, pour le meilleur et pour le pire.' 
I. Reflexions sur la pibce franqaise 
i. Sagan : dramaturge et romanciBre 
Chateau en SuBde apparait t6t dans la carriere de Sagan. Elle n'avait que 25 ans lors de 
sa performance au ThC8tre de 1'Atelier; c'Ctait sa deuxieme piece de thC8tre. Dans son 
oeuvre thC$trale, qui compte une dizaine de pieces, celle-ci est incontestablement la plus 
connue: elle a r e p  le tout premier Prix du Brigadier et a CtC adaptCe A 1'Ccran plusieurs 
fois. Les critiques de son Cpoque ont compark la jeune Ccrivain a Anouilh, Musset ou 
~ a r i v a u x ~ .  On retrouve dCjA dans Chateau en Subde des themes qui deviendront 
1 En refldchissant sur mon travail et en Ccrivant ces notes, j'ai eu recours a quelques 
sources principales que j'evoque souvent ci-dessous. Je ne prCtends point qu'elles 
reprdsentent un ensemble ddfinitif du travail thCorCtique sur la traduction. Ce sont 
pourtant les Ccrits que j'ai trouvCs les plus applicables au travail que j'ai fait et les plus 
utiles pour expliquer mes dkmarches en termes gCnCraux. Leurs citations completes se 
trouvent a la fin de ces notes. 
2 Kenneth White, Ccrivant pour le journal anglophone, The French Review, p. 601. 
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emblkmatiques de son euvre : le dkbat sur le vrai sens de l'amour, les enjeux de pouvoir 
et de subjugation entre les sexes, le pouvoir sexuel fkminin, l'ennui. C'est le traitement 
de ce dernier--cr tic d'kcriture et tic d'atmosphkre chez sagan3 > q u i  relkve des 
diffkrences fort intkressantes entre cette pikce et ses romans. 
Chdteau en SuBde est un cas exceptionnel dans l'euvre de Sagan en ce qu'elle a 
repris les msmes personnages d'une forrne littkraire a une autre: on retrouve Elkonore et 
Skbastien Von Milhem dans le roman-essai Des bleus 2 l'dme. J'ai considkrk le transfert 
de ce thkme d'une forme littkraire a une autre comme rkvklateur de la faqon dont l'ennui 
bourgeois et aisk, tant8t agrkable tant6t affligeant, est trait6 diffkremment sur sckne que 
sur la page. Dans ses romans, Sagan traite l'ennui d'une manikre descriptive, ou bien 
comme un but narratif en soi, mBme si elle ne thkorise g d r e  la-dessus4. Dans Chdteau en 
SuBde, par contre, l'ennui sert plut6t comrne un point de dkpart, une chaleur souterraine 
qui provoque l'kruption du volcan. En passant de la prose au spectacle, le public n'a pas 
de longues heures de lecture pour s'enfoncer dans l'univers crke par l'kcrivain : 
ironiquement, Chdteau en SuBde arrive a amuser, plaire, et surtout capturer le 
lecteurlspectateur-le but de tout ouvrage thkiitral--en prksentant un monde aliment6 par 
1' ennui. 
Vandromme, Pol. Franpise Sagan, ou l'e'lkgance de survivre. Paris : Rdgine 
Deforges, 1977, p. 84. 
4 Ce que j'ai trouve juste d'apres mes propres lectures, Op. cit. Vandromme. 
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ii. Une traduction the'dtrale 
En traduisant cette euvre theiitrale, les observations precedentes m'ont menee a affionter 
les problbmes qui lui sont particuliers. Cornrne observe Ortrun zuber5 sur ce sujet, tout 
comme son texte source, une traduction thkiitrale est obligatoirement destinee a la 
performance et par consequent doit etre (( jouable D. Le traducteur est donc oblige de 
considkrer les aspects (( non oraux )) et (( non 1ittCraires )) que l'on rencontre moins 
souvent (ou pas du tout) dans la traduction des romans ou des po6mes, par exemple, le 
mouvement, les gestes, les postures, le rythrne, l'intonation, etc6. 
En theiitre, on a affaire a des dialogues, et de surcroit des dialogues isoles de 
presque toute matibre narrative en guise d'explication que l'on retrouve dans les romans. 
ChBteau en SuBde en particulier-au moins dans le Livre de Poche publid en 1963 qui 
m'a servi de texte de reference-n'inclut que la plus vague des descriptions sckniques. 
En plus, le texte est relativement pauvre en didascalies : Sagan y emploie une forte 
Cconomie d'expression, le plus souvent exprimant le ton des paroles par les moyens de 
structure ou de vocabulaire au lieu de mettre des didascalies detaillees. J'ai Cte donc 
obligee de respecter certaines ambiguites resultant des didascalies manquantes ou 
delibdrement vagues (et je reviendrai la-dessus dans la seconde partie7). 
Une autre consideration propre a la traduction d'une pi6ce de theiitre est la qualite 
e'coute'e du langage. Je me trouvais avec la tiiche non negligeable d'identifier et puis de 
(( Problems of Propriety and Authenticity in Translating Modern Drama ))Languages of 
Theater: Problems in the Translation and Transposition of Drama, Ed. Ortrun Zuber. 
Oxford : Pergamon Press, 1980, p. 92. 
Ibid. 
C$ 11. V. (( Les ambiguites et les jeux de mots D, p. 12. 
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rendre toutes les fluctuations de ton--entre ironie, ricanement, sarcasme, et meme parfois 
la vCracitC--qui dkfinissent cet univers. Les changements de rythme qui accompagnent 
de tels flux de paroles Ctaient eux aussi a respecter. En sornme, pour bien rendre le sens 
global du texte, il fallait achever une oralit6 fluide et bien rythmCe: m'assurer, par 
exemple, que l'emphase tombait sur le bon mot pour bien communiquer la qualit6 
expressive d'une phrase ou pour produire un effet comique. Cette traduction a Ctk faite 
alors haute voix, et ses rkvisions dialogudes par plusieurs lecteurs pour assurer une 
aisance dans la prononciation et un rythme reproductible. De cette maniitre, j'ai approchC 
d'aussi prks que possible la suggestion proposCe par Zuber, que les pikces traduites 
devaient Ctre montCes et puis rCvisCes au cours des rCpCtitions thkiitrales-tout comme les 
textes originaux-avant d'etre publi~ess. 
iii. Quelques e'le'ments stylistiques d'importance 
C'est cette lecture haute voix, ajoutCe a la cc repetition >> des rdvisions, qui m'ont aidCe 
en partie a identifier les aspects du texte-sonores ainsi que littdraires--dYune importance 
particulikre dans la traduction. MCme lors de la lecture normale du texte, pourtant, 
1'Cconomie d7expression est frappante. A 170ral, cette Cconomie rend les paroles 
succinctes et captivantes : au spectacle, le spectateur n7a pas le temps de dechiffrer des 
phrases de cinq lignes A la Proust. La complexitC des expressions orales rCsulte alors des 
jeux de niveaux de langue et de l'ironie dramatique qui complique les relations entre les 
personnages. L'immCdiatetC du spectacle ndcessite une certaine clartC qui s'oppose ces 
derniers, formant un va-et-vient entre le visible et le possible parallitlement a l'intrigue de 
* Op. cit. Zuber, p. 93 
5 
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la pikce. Pour cette raison, toute traduction fidkle du texte doit offrir la possibilitC de 
cette double lecture, entre l'effet immddiat des paroles et leur complexitC thkmatique. 
Dans Chdteau en SuBde, Sagan met en scene non seulement des situations 
comiques Claborees, mais aussi une ambiance encore plus soigneusement fabriquCe. 
Pour le spectateur/lecteur c o m e  pow les personnages qui habitent le huis clos Ctouffant 
du chateau, cette ambiance dCfinit leur monde et pose un problkme intdressant pour le 
traducteur. Comment rendre-a travers le dialogue4ette ambiance que SCbastien 
appelle (( merveilleuse )) quand il est ironique, (( odieuse )> quand il est troubld ? Elle 
existe, aprks tout, en dehors de la communication directe, meme quand elle est aussi 
commentCe que dans le chateau. L'ambiance n'est pas dite : en prose, elle se crCe dans 
l'espace dCcrit ; au theatre, elle se crCe dans la maniBre de dire. Pour moi, il etait 
question de reproduire les tournures orales qui ont produit la forte impression de drame 
que j'ai ressentie a la premikre lecture. En meme temps, il fallait absolument rendre 
l'humour pince-sans-rire qui, en lisant, ne ressort que d'une lecture plus attentive, mais 
que l'on aperqoit tout de suite en lisant a haute voix, c o m e  lors d'une performance. 
Traduire l'humour est essentiel pour tout texte comique, et reprCsente une 
difficult6 croissante selon le type. Chateau en Sudde compte en gCnCral trois types 
d'humour que j'ai identifies, chacun avec ses obstacles particuliers. Le premier, r6sultant 
d'un aspect comique inhCrent a une situation-l'humour dit (( situationnel )+ne pose pas 
de vrai problkme au traducteur: ce sont les situations comiques resultantes de l'ironie 
dramatique ou d'une rCpCtition gestuelle, et il s'agit tout simplement de les traduire dans 
un langage suffisamment Cvocateur, en gardant les rCpCtitions au pied de la lettre quand 
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c'est possible9. Le deuxikrne type est de nature linguistique et comprend les tics de 
langage de Gunther, d'Agathe et d'OphClie, par exemple, ainsi que les allusions sexuelles 
et les jeux de mots. Le troisikme, se trouvant d'une certaine manikre entre les deux, est la 
reference litteraire ou culturelle. Je donnerai des exemples spkcifiques de tous les trois 
dans mes reflexions sur la pikce traduite, et de m2me pour plusieurs d'autres difficultks 
que j'ai rencontrees, accompagnkes par les solutions que je propose dans ma traduction. 
11. RCflexions sur la pikce traduite 
Introduction : mes (( normes de traduction )) 
Andre Lefevere conqoit la traduction en termes de cercles concentriques de signifiCs, et 
pour critiquer le travail d'un traducteu, il propose qu'il faille d'abord identifier le cercle 
sur lequel le traducteur s'est focalise, ce qu'il appelle ses (( normes a de traducti~n'~. 
Dans cet esprit, je prCsenterai ensuite les (( normes )) qui m'ont guidee, avant d'expliquer 
comment j'ai tent6 de les appliquer a travers des exemples specifiques. 
Ces normes, je les ai adoptees d'aprks les philosophies d'autres qui ont trouve 
Ccho auprks de moi, ou bien d'aprks ce que moi, j'attends personnellement d'une 
traduction littkraire. Un exemple d'une conviction ou je me trouve en accord avec Ian 
Reid et Umberto Eco, c'est d'Cviter a tout prix d'imposer une interpretation trop 
spCcifique au texte traduit, soit en faisant un ajout interpretatif au texte, soit en daborant 
un aspect de style ou de contenu qui pourrait Stre dkji present. Reid illustre son point en 
CJ 11. iv. (( La r$ktition vs le contexte D, p. 11. 
10 
(( Translation : Changing the Code : Soyinka's Ironic Aetiology D, Op. cit. ed. Zuber, 
pp. 132-133. 
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evoquant une traduction anglaise de I'Antigone d' Anouilh ou le traducteur avait CliminC 
l'ambigu'ite morale dominante de la pikce en imposant son interprktation politique, ce qui 
avait complktement changC son effet et son message1'. Quant aux occasions oh la langue 
d'arrivke pourrait enrichir le texte original, Eco observe q u ' ~  une traduction qui arrive a 
(( en dire plus )) pourra Ctre une excellente oeuvre en soi, mais pas une bonne 
traduction ))I2. A la suite de ces considCrations, malgre mes instincts de faire une analyse 
littdraire (( creative D, je me suis plut8t imposC la ache de considerer le maximum de 
possibilites d'interpretation presente dans l'oeuvre originale, et d'en prtserver autant que 
possible dans oeuvre traduite. 
Un autre principe auquel j'ai tent6 d'adhkrer Ctait d'arriver a une traduction fidhle 
par le processus qu'Eco appelle la ndgociation, ou dans le cas de 1 'ambiance ddja 
dvoqude, l'dquivalence fonctionnelle. Dans cet esprit, j'ai 6th parfois obligCe 
d'abandonner ou d'adapter des images ou des mCtaphores spkcifiques, dans le dessein de 
(( produire le mCme effet que celui que visait l'original ))I3. J'ai appliquC ce principe 
surtout aux expressions orales et idiomatiques. L'objectif final est la lisibilite du texte 
traduit, pour qu'il atteigne Q plus prks le mCme effet que l'original mais qu'il ne se lise 
pas comme une traduction, effectivement. Je voudrais surtout qu'il plaise, surprenne et 
fasse rire avec une fluidit6 et un nature1 pour Cgaler l'original. 
En entreprenant mon travail de traduction avec ces principes en tCte, j'ai rencontrC 
plusieurs problkmes rCcurrents, que je ddtaille ci-dessous-pas dans leur totalit6 bien stir, 
11 cr Hazards of Adaptation : Anouilh's Antigone in English )), Op. cit. ed. Zuber, pp. 82- 
91. 
l2 Dire presque la m&me chose, expe'riences de traduction. (Traduit par 
Myriem Bouzaher). Paris : ~ditions Grasset & Fasquelle (Livre de Poche), 2006, p. 138 
l3 Ibid. pp. 99-102 
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mais d'une manikre representative-avec des exemples clCs qui Cclairciront, j'espke, la 
mise en pratique des idCes que je viens d'Claborer. 
i. Les niveaux de langue et la tonalite' 
Les niveaux de langue existent indkpendamment du message lui-m6me, et sont dCfinis 
par un systkme d'opposition, dont l'explication faite par Vinay et Darbelnet m'a CtC trks 
utile". Un niveau de langue quelconque n'existe que par comparaison avec un autre (( en 
dessous )) ou (( en dessus >>. Quoique dans la plupart des cas, le niveau reste constant au 
long d'un texte donne et s'ktablisse par rapport ii d'autres genres, dans Chdteau en Suzde, 
on trouve un contraste de niveaux entre les personnages, entre des paroles diffdrentes 
d'un seul personnage, meme au sein d'une seule phrase. 
Cette variation et contraste entre les nivaux de langue, ainsi que le contraste de 
tonalitCs qui l'accompagne de force, reprdsente un aspect stylistique majeur du texte, et 
sert principalement dans la caractkrisation des personnages. Prenons par exemple la 
citation suivante, prks du debut du premier acte : 
AGATHE 
Avant que retentisse la cloche du dkjeuner, il faut que nous tenions un 
conseil de famille. Si FrCdCric Falsen nous rend visite, il serait bon qu'il 
remporte un souvenir dCcent de notre maison. Et qu'il ne dCcouvre pas 
notre honteux secret.. . 
Cette parole caractkrise Agathe tout de suite comme une (( jeune femme nerveuse qui 
s7est entichCe de I'ancien temps >>, bien avant l'explication faite par Hugo un peu plus 
14 Stylistique compare'e dufianqais et de 1 'anglais. MontrCal : Beauchemin, 1977, pp. 
33-35. 
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tard ; il est evident que le langage lui-mCme fournit beaucoup plus d'informations dans la 
presentation d'Agathe que la brkve mention didascalique qu'Agathe est <( plus habillee >> 
qu'Eleonore et Sdbastien. Pour bien communiquer la formalit6 linguistique dissonante 
qu'emploie Agathe, j'ai tente, a l'instar de Vinay et Darbelnet, d'utiliser un langage avec 
des associations qui s 'opposent au langage courant en anglais : 
AGATHA 
Before the dinner bell strikes, let us hold family council. If Frederic 
Falsen visits us, it would be well that he return with a decent recollection 
of our home. And that he not discover our secret most shameful ... 
Ici le caract6re largement desuet du subjonctif en anglais est venu a mon aide, puisqu'en 
anglais, mettre un subjonctif marque tout de suite un depart du langage courant, surtout a 
l'oral, d'ou ma phrase : it would be well that he return ... J'ai aussi employe quelques 
compensations de vocabulaire, mettant strikes au lieu de rings, et recollection au lieu de 
memory. Finalement, j'ai renverse le chassd-croise pour garder l'inversion concluante, 
qui-accompagnee de l'ajout adverbial most-a un effet littQaire similaire au fran~ais. 
Les enjeux de tonalite se compliquent, bien sQr, quant on ajoute au tic d'Agathe le 
snobisme tant6t litteraire tantat vulgaire de Sdbastien, le laconisme d'Hugo ou la 
variation deconcertante entre enfantillage et imitation chez Ophelie. MCme chez Agathe, 
il devient difficile, parfois, de determiner son niveau de langue, quand elle perd son 
calme et tombe dans l'usage presque populaire. Face a ces fluctuations constantes, la 
question qui se pose est: quand la tonalite et le niveau de langue doivent-ils caracteriser 
un personnage, quand contrarier cette caractkrisation, et comment savoir ? Cette 
question est lide aussi aux exigences de 1 'oralite'. 
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ii. L 'oralite' et les e'le'ments sonores 
L'oralitC compte parmi les ClCments sonores gknkraux, qui sont d'une plus grande 
importance dans une pikce de theatre qu'en prose ou en poCsie. Pour respecter ces 
ClCments sonores, j'ai CvitC les allitkrations et les rimes non souhaitCes et favoris6 
l'aisance de la prononciation, par exemple, j'ai traduit cc cela ne cesse pas durant quatre 
mois )> par it doesn 't stop for the next four months, pour Cviter l ' in fhe  for four. J'ai 
voulu aussi m'assurer que l'emphase d'une parole tomberait sur le bon mot, comme pour 
prkserver un effet comique. L'oralitC en particulier a certaines conventions stylistiques 
qui lui sont propres et qui sont parfois plus exigeantes qu'en prose, meme si sa 
grammaire est moins stricte. Par exemple, je me suis permise souvent de terminer une 
parole avec une prCposition, ce qui n'est pas grammaticalement correct, or la structure 
correcte ne se dit pas au langage courant et sonnerait vraiment bizarre a l'oral. 
En gCnCral, mes mCthodes pour respecter l7oralitC Ctaient largement les memes 
dkmarches de transposition ou de modulation que 1'011 emploierait pour la prose. La 
seule diffkrence est qu'elles ont plus tendance d'etre figCes et non facultatives : en tentant 
de mettre ce qui c( some naturellement >>, on a souvent recours aux formules orales qui 
s'utilisent d'une manikre spdcifique. Souvent, il n'existe qu'une seule option, et la 
plupart du temps, ce n'est pas une traduction littkrale. Le dCbut de l'acte deux en fournit 
un bon exemple : 
SEBASTIEN 
Tu reves ? 
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ELEONORE 
Non. 
SEBASTIEN 
On pourrait le croire. Alors, tu ne me racontes rien ? 
On comprend tout de suite que l'on ne peut pas traduire (( Tu reves ? >> par Are you 
dreaming? Prononcee a haute voix, cette question semble incredule et agressive en 
anglais. Are you daydreaming? serait trop specifique, et le lecteur/spectateur y perdrait le 
vrai objet de la question: Sebastien reprimande sa saeur de ne pas lui preter assez 
d'attention. Prenant en compte ces considerations, je propose la modulation suivante : 
SEBATIAN 
Are you listening? 
ELEANOR 
Yes. 
SEBASTIAN 
One would think you were dreaming. So, nothing to tell me? 
iii. Les rkfkrences et les renvois littkraires 
Chdteau en SuBde contient beaucoup de references culturelles ainsi que des renvois 
littdraires, implicites et explicites. Certaines sont Cgalement familikes (ou presque) aux 
deux cultures et ne posent donc pas de probl6me particulier a part l'orthographe : 
OphClieIOphelia, Barbe-bleue/Bluebeard, Don QuichotteIDon Quixote. D'autres sont 
essentiellement franqaises, d'une familiarit6 variable pour le lecteur anglophone, et j'ai 
kt6 obligee de dCcider a chaque fois si elles demandaient plus d'explication, ou meme une 
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adaptation, et de quel degrC. Pour celles qui apparaissent dans les didascalies, c o m e  la 
rCfCrence a Louis XV pour dCcrire les vstements d'ElConore et SCbastien au dCbut du 
premier acte, il n'est pas nCcessaire qu'elles soient comprises de faqon immediate, alors il 
n' y a nulle raison de les adapter : si le lecteurlmetteur en scene ne comprend pas le genre 
de costume CvoquC, il n'a qu'a faire un peu de recherche. 
Celles qui se trouvent dans le dialogue, par contre, doivent 2tre encadrCes de 
manikre a Ctablir un effet similaire en anglais et en franqais ; elles ne devraient pas 
dCrouter 1'Ccoulement du spectacle par un choc d'incomprkhension. Par exemple, pour la 
rCfCrence faite par SCbastien a La Fontaine--quand il cite et transforme des phrases 
cClkbres de la fable de la cigale et la fourmi-j'ai rendu explicite la rCfCrence 6 la fourmi 
pour compenser la familiarit6 qui serait ressentie par un lecteurlspectateur franqais, qui 
entendrait un langage pouvant imddiatement Cvoquer cette fable spdcifique. Ainsi, 
cc Ma soeur est trks menteuse, c'est 18 son moindre dCfaut. Que faisiez-vous au temps 
chaud ? dit-il a cette valseuse )> devient : My sister is quite the liar, it's the least of her 
faults. How spentyou the summer ? The ant asked the waltzing woman15. 
J'Ctais fortement tentCe d'adapter un axiome de Talleyrand, lui aussi cite par 
SCbastien, en mettant une citation d70scar Wilde ; j'ai fini par me dire qu'il Ctait 
important de garder ce renvoi particulikrement franqais, pour mieux respecter le caractkre 
francophile de SCbastien et sa soeur. Un autre cas interessant est celui de (( l'armoire de 
fer )> ou Hugo enferme SCbastien et OphClie, ce qui fait rCfCrence sans doute a l'armoire 
de fer infiime qui a servi de coffre-fort secret a Louis XVI. Par convention, on traduit 
l'armoire de fer cClkbre par iron chest, ce qui Cvoque une boite qui s'ouvre par dessus 
15 J'ai tirC la phrase how spent you the summer de la traduction de Elizur Wright dans 
1'Cdition anglaise des fables de La Fontaine de 1882. 
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plut6t qu'une armoire avec des portes et un (( seuil )) ou apparaissent Skbastien et Ophdlie 
m e  fois liberes. Pour preserver la reference, j'ai gardC iron chest dans le dialogue, mais 
dans la didascalie, j'ai traduit par iron cabinet, dans l'espoir que le contexte illuminera au 
metteur en scene la veritable forme du coffre-fort. 
iv. La rkpktition vs le contexte 
Cette interaction entre le renvoi et le contexte immediat devient a la fois plus gkrable et 
plus delicate quand le texte fait rkf6rence a lui-mCme, cornme dans les cas des repetitions 
Cloquentes. D'un c6te, quand il s'agit d'une repetition, le traducteur a plus de contrale 
pour amenager le langage du renvoi, mais de l'autre, il peut Ctre encore plus difficile de 
reconcilier le mot ou la phrase r6petCe avec m e  variCtC de contextes, comme Eco s'en est 
rendu compte dans sa traduction de Sylvie de ~ e r v a l ' ~ .  C o m e  May Brit Akerholt a 
observe en traduisant 1bsen17, il est tentant, et parfois necessaire, de varier son langage 
mCme quand le texte source est repetitif de faqon significative. 
J'ai rencontre des problhmes similaires face a certaines repetitions que je n'ai pas 
pu garder intactes, soit a cause des exigences de la grammaire anglaise, soit a cause des 
considCrations d'oralitk. J'ai n6gociC ces conflits en jugeant l'importance de la r6pCtition 
d'apres sa fonction dans le texte, pour ensuite decider a quel point je devais faire des 
sacrifices pour la garder. Parfois les rkpetitions Ctaient simples a reproduire, et j'ai pu les 
garder au pied de la lettre, par exemple dans la reprise multiple de cr Comment est-il ce 
FredCric (Eric) ? )) : What's he like, this Frederic (Eric)? 
l6 Op. cit. Eco, pp. 119-121. 
17 << Henrik Ibsen in English Translation )) Op. cit. ed. Zuber, pp. 1 10-1 1 1. 
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J'ai do prendre des ddcisions plus difficiles lorsque la grammaire ou la tonalit6 
d'une phrase donnCe rendaient une ripitition exacte moins convenable, voire impossible. 
J'avais d'abord traduit la phrase de SCbastien (( OphClie triche trop >> par Ophelia cheats 
like a jend,  pour faciliter l'oralitk, puisque l'absence d'une forme adverbiale ClCgante de 
too rendait une traduction littCrale impossible. Or, quand SCbastien reprend la meme 
formule plus tard et crCe un lien comique avec la premikre assertion en disant : (( OphClie 
parle trop )), la traduction Ophelia talks like a j e n d  nous emmkne trop loin du message de 
l'original, et l'on peut lYinterprCter diffkremment. Je me suis contentee alors de mettre 
Ophelia cheats far too much/Ophelia talks far too much-solution qui marche mieux au 
dernier cas qu'au premier, mais qui prCserve la rCpCtition nkcessaire B la blague. 
La situation inverse-aussi intCressante que genante-s'est produite B cause de la 
pauvretd lexicale de l'anglais par rapport au frangais dans un certain cas : les verbes 
(( tromper )> (pour disigner I'infidClitC sexuelle) et (( tricher >> (dans tous les sens) qui, 
dans le contexte, se traduiraient tous les deux par to cheat. Or ce hasard lexical 
introduirait dans le texte de Sagan un parallkle ou avant, il n'en existait que par 
association de signifies similaires. J'ai dCcidC alors de traduire (( tromper )) par deceive, 
ce qui est moins explicitement sexuel, mais qui tire sa signification spkcifique du 
contexte. Ce verbe garde en plus lYambigu'itC entre les deux thkmes rkcurrents--qui 
trompe qui, qui triche, et quand--de la sorte dont j'en discuterai ensuite. 
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v. Les ambigui'tks et les jeux de mots 
Eco identifie quatre types d'ambigu'itds que le traducteur doit considerer et les demarches 
a faire face a chaque type1*. On les retrouve tous les quatre dans Chdteau en SuBde. En 
tant qu'etudiante, souvent je ne me trouvais pas en mesure de juger ceux du deuxikme 
type comme telles. La seule ambigu'ite que j'ai trouvke vraiment fiicheuse, et nuisible a 
la volonte de l'auteur, se trouve dans une didascalie de l'acte premier : << Derriere son 
dos, Sebastien lkve les bras au ciel. >> A cause de l'identification du possessif selon le 
genre de l'objet et non selon celui du sujet en frangais, on ne sait pas s'il s'agit du dos 
d'El6onore ou de FredCric, precision que necessite l'anglais entre her et his. J'Ctais alors 
obligee de choisir d'aprks mon interpretation personnelle de la sequence, faute de pouvoir 
demander a l'auteur. 
La majorit6 des ambigu'ites sont du quatrieme type-manifestement voulues par 
l'auteur--et se trouvent dans le dialogue comme dans les didascalies. Les ambigu'ites de 
dialogue apparaissent le plus souvent la ou une didascalie aurait tout kclaire. Par 
exemple, quand Sebastien interrompt Agathe en train d'expliquer la presence d70phelie, 
il dit : (( La meilleure ... >>, ce qui pourrait aussi bien se refkrer a l'histoire qu' Agathe vient 
d'inventer qu'a Ophelie elle-mCme. Quoique ce dernier exemple se resolve assez 
l 8  1. Ceux que j'appellerais (( circonstanciels D, que le lecteur d'origine saurait dtchiffrer 
d'apres le contexte, et qui ne sont ambigus que pour le lecteur qui n'appartient pas a la 
culture dont le texte est sorti. 2. Les ambigu'itks involontaires resultant de cr l'etourderie )) 
de l'auteur. 3. Les ambigu'ites dites << intkessantes )>, qui pouvait bien Ctre involontaires ; 
je me trouve en accord avec Eco en ddcidant de les garder. 4. Les arnbigu'itks 
volontaires-tres nombreux dans Chateau en Suede-ui sont a respecter. (Op. cit. Eco, 
pp. 139-140). 
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facilement en mettant (( The best ... )), un problkme plus complexe se pose dans la parole 
suivante d'Eleonore dans l'acte quatre : 
ELEONORE 
... Vous croyez vraiment que les femmes tiennent a &re comprises ? Elles 
s'en moquent, mon petit. Les femmes veulent &re tenues, vous 
m'entendez, << tenues )), et elles tombent sur des benets qui sont tout juste 
bons leur faire des discours et, au mieux, l'amour ... 
L'ambigu'itd du mot (( tenues )) rdsulte des multiples definitions possibles du verbe tenir, 
figurdes et physiques. La solution que je propose est kept : on garde une certaine 
ambigu'ite du fait que ce mot en anglais suggke a la fois la femme entretenue ainsi que 
empzche'e c o m e  de partir. Malheureusement, on perd I'aspect physique du franqais, ou 
tenir implique serrer, ou bien le contrhle corporel de se tenir. 
La traduction de ce dernier exemple aurait etC facilitde par une didascalie 
prdcisant le ton, que le lecteur est oblige d'interprdter-a cause du vocabulaire et de la 
syntaxe--comme presque violent, ce qui empeche une traduction plus douce, telle que 
held. Or, pour respecter l'ambigu'itk, il fallait ne rien ajouter. Dans le cas d'une 
ambigu'itd du premier type (selon Eco) ou, pour le lecteur franqais, la structure de la 
phrase sugg5re le ton approprie, il faut 17Cclaircir en anglais. Quand Eldonore parle des 
nombreuses fois qu'elle s'est fait brise le cceur, elle affirrne : (( Eh oui : douze. Qu'y a-t- 
il la de si dtonnant ? )). Aucun moyen suffisamment succinct de communiquer en anglais 
ce cr eh )) Cvocateur du soupir, soit-il d'une sincdrite douteuse. Je me trouvais obligee 
alors de l'adapter en didascalie : 
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ELEANOR, sighing 
Yes, twelve. What is so shocking about that ... 
Les didascalies sont parfois la source des ambigu'ites problematiques en elles- 
memes. Dans ces cas, elles rksultent souvent de la preference franqaise de representer sur 
le plan de l'entendement au lieu du plan du rCel, c o m e  Vinay et Darbelnet ont 6labor6l9 
En general, Sagan se conforme a cette tendance dans ses didascalies, par exemple en 
employant cr avoir l'air ... >> au lieu de specifier l'expression de ses personnages. Cette 
ambigu'itC j'ai largement respectee. Un cas plus difficile s'est prCsentC dans la didascalie 
suivante : (( FrCdCric accuse le coup D. Cette expression n'a pas de vrai equivalent en 
anglais. La encore, au lieu de subir a la tentation anglophone de preciser cette reaction 
decrite de faqon si abstraite, je me suis content6 de mettre Frederic is visibly affected. 
L'ultime ambigu'itd difficile est le jeu de mots, ce qu'Eco appelle une (( perte 
absolue ))20. Le traducteur peut parfois tomber sur une solution grsce aux similaritds de 
structure ou de vocabulaire entre l'anglais et frangais, mais dans l'exemple suivant, la 
flexibilite des termes dans les deux langues a plut6t tendance a entrainer un contresens. 
Pr6s du debut de l'acte deux, ElConore et Sebastien font une evaluation de FrCdCric : 
SEBASTIEN 
C'est deja qa. Quoique a mon sens, pour un homme ... Comme disait 
Tallyrand, (( la beaut6 fait gagner quinze jours D. 
ELEONORE 
Comrne au bout de quinze jours un homme me fatigue, je gagne du temps. 
l9  Op. cit. Vinay, pp. 58-62. 
20 Op. cit. ECO, p. 1 18 
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Le jeu de mots rksulte de la possibilitk du verbe (( gagner >> de signifier faire durer une 
pCriode de temps ou bien l'abrdger pour avoir plus de temps pour soi. Dans ce contexte, 
(( gagner )) est alors kquivalent a la fois a buy et save. Or si on applique le m6me mot- 
entre ces deux options-aux deux phrases sans moduler la grammaire, l'une ou l'autre 
des phrases assurnera une signification opposke a l'originale. J'aurais prkfkrk changer au 
minimum la citation directe, mais j'ai Ctk obligke de la moduler puisque l'expression 
d'E1Conore prksentait moins d'options pour garder son sens original. Ainsi j'ai mis : 
... beauty saves you forfifteen days4 save some time. Bien qu'elle soit peu satisfaisante, 
cette solution prkserve au moins l'aspect railleur et spirituel du discours entre le frbre et 
sceur en gardant un jeux de mots quelconque. 
Un autre exemple tire de l'acte trois--et par hasard 18 aussi il s'agit du temps- 
prksente une vraie (( perte absolue )) : 
AGATHE 
Je vous parlais. 
HUGO 
Et de quoi ? 
AGATHE, de'concertde 
Mais ... euh ... du temps ... 
HUGO 
C'est le moment. C'est vraiment le moment. Etes-vous folle ? Du 
temps ... Du temps ... Mais, j'ai une idke, Agathe, une trbs bonne idke ... 
Ici on a affaire a un homophone frangais qui n'existe point en anglais : cr du temps >> 
pouvant 6tre compris soit comme some time, soit comrne of the weather, et dans la phrase 
dYHugo qui suit, on ne sait pas si c'est le temps qu'il fait ou le temps qui passe qui lui 
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donne sa (( trks bonne idee >>. I1 etait inevitable que la traduction perde un des deux sens 
possibles, alors je croyais d'abord devoir choisir la meilleure option d'aprks le contexte. 
Si j'avais choisi la dernikre interpretation, j'aurais pu reformuler la grammaire de la 
phrase d'Agathe et la faire parler de the times au lieu de the weather. Or, en faisant ainsi 
j'aurais perdu 17hurnour dans le fait qu'Agathe exige l'attention d'Hugo pour parler du 
sujet le plus banal qui soit. Je me suis contentke alors d'abandonner le jeu de mots, mais 
de faire ressortir les deux signifies du mot (( temps )) en allongeant ainsi la seconde phrase 
d'Agathe : 
AGATHA, disconcerted 
Well ... uh ... the weather these days ... 
HUGO 
Now is the time. Now really is the time. Are you mad? The weather ... 
these days.. . But, I have an idea, Agatha, a very good idea.. . 
vi. Les lacunes anglaises 
La lacune est 17autre exemple majeur de perte absolue. A part quelques incidences de 
vocabulaire spdcifique-soluble par une traduction oblique-la lacune majeure en 
anglais est dans l'usage de cr tu )) et r( vous D. En ce qui concerne son usage dans le 
dialogue, j'ai choisi de ne pas faire des ajouts factices pour marquer les fluctuations de 
formalit6 entre les personnages. J'ai cherchk plut6t a compenser oh j'ai pu en mettant des 
formules ou du vocabulaire d'une formalit6 variee selon le contexte. I1 y a deux instances 
pourtant ou un personnage y fait rCfCrence explicite, et dans ces cas j'ai CtC obligee de 
tenter une adaptation. 
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J'ai approchd les deux cas differemrnent puisque, bien qu'ils marquent tous les 
deux l'importance de la hidrarchie et du rapprochement entre les personnages, ils ne 
forment pas une rdpdtition dans le sens que je viens d'61aborer2'. Quand OphClie dit B 
SCbastien dans l'acte premier, (( ... Tu ne t'occupais pas de moi avant. Et tu me 
vouvoyais D, elle remarque une rupture dans le code tacite de la formalitd, une frontihe 
amicalement franchie. Alors j'ai traduit par : You neverpaid attention to me before. And 
you were more formal with me. 
Dans l'autre cas, quand Agathe dit : (( Gunther, je vais vous tutoyer. Pour la 
premikre fois sans doute depuis trente ans D, elle annonce plut8t son intention d'Ctablir ce 
qu'elle espitre va &re une complicitC conspiratrice. Ce rapprochement conscient va 
contre les structures auxquelles d'habitude elle s'adhkre de faqon fanatique, et donc est 
plus lourd de sens dramatique, se situant aussi au ceur d'une sdquence trits comique qui 
nkcessite une fluidit6 concise. J'ai donc choisi une adaptation plus libre, en traduisant 
ainsi : Gunther, I'm going to speak to you as afriend. For thejrst  time, doubtless, in 
thirty years. Cette traduction facilite en plus l'dnoncd suivant de Gunther : (( Si je lui dis 
(( elle D, elle n'est pas contente et elle me dit (( tu )) tout d'un coup aprks trente ans ... >> : If 
Isay "she" to her, she is not happy and she culls me 'tfriend" all of a sudden after thirty 
years ... Alors ce dernier exemple rdunit a la fois des considdrations d'oralitd, d'adaptation 
et de contexte. En plus j'dtais obligde d'interprdter le texte, tout en gardant, autant que 
possible, l'ambigu'itd de l'original. 
-- - - 
21 C j  IT. iv. (( La rdpdtition vs le contexte D, p. 1 1. 
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Conclusion 
Une vraie explication de tous les problemes rencontrCs au cours de ce travail serait aussi 
longue que la traduction elle-meme, voire plus. Ici j'ai plut6t repris certains exemples 
qui reprksentent assez bien le genre de questions que je me suis posCes, et j'esp6re qu'ils 
illumineront quelque peu la nature du travail que j'ai faite. J'ai essay6 de montrer de 
quelle maniere j'ai entrepris de faire une traduction Crudite et approfondie, creusant en 
dessous des solutions factices pour rendre ce texte dans toute sa complexitk. Dans 
l'espoir de comprendre les nuances du texte avant de le traduire, j'ai traduit en me 
focalisant non seulement sur les e1Cments lexicaux, mais aussi en trouvant des solutions 
criatives pour bien rendre les couleurs et les ambiances subtiles de cet univers theiitral. 
Mon objectif ultime, c'est que le lecteur anglophone goiitera un peu la fascination oh je 
suis tombCe en lisant le texte franqais. 
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The Characters: 
Agatha ............... (40 years old), Hugo's sister 
.................. Hugo (40 years old), husband of Eleanor and Ophelia 
Eleanor .............. (28 years old), Hugo's current wife 
Sebastian ........... (30 years old), Eleanor's brother 
Ophelia .............. (30 years old), Hugo's first wife 
............... Frederic (25 years old), distant cousin of Hugo and Agatha 
Gunther .............. .(60 years old), an old servant 
Grandmother, mother of Hugo and Agatha (infirm) 
This play wasJirstperformed at  the The'dtre de I 'Atelier, March 9, 1960 
Act I 
The living room or guardroom of a castle in Sweden. The curtain rises to reveal Eleanor 
and Sebastian alone onstage, reading. They are in Louis XV-era dress. 
SEBASTIAN, looking up. 
Where are you now? 
ELEANOR, looks at him, then returns to her book. 
Where am I now? (Reading) "And then Malcolm brought his burning face to hers, 
crimson with desire." 
SEBASTIAN 
That's all ... I'm at the part where he strangles her. Darling sister, I read twice as fast as 
you. 
ELEANOR 
Perhaps this book interests you. 
SEBASTIAN 
Not at all. It's pointless to have two copies. You should inform y o u  husband that I've 
read all the books in his library-just like I've eaten all the ducks in his ponds and had 
my way with all his chambermaids. It's time he restocked! His books I mean. 
Eleanor doesn't answer. She seems to be reading. 
SEBASTIAN 
Why don't you answer? This makes two months now that we've been trying to read this 
book together. We can't. Talk to me instead. 
ELEANOR 
What about? 
SEBASTIAN 
Oh, you know me too well! I'm y o u  brother, you've seen me every day for twenty- 
seven years now, and your husband, his family, this castle, for five. You're bored, it's 
perfectly natural, I think? Why did you marry Hugo? (Silence.) . . .This must be the two- 
hundredth time I've asked. You're not going to answer me, fine. But we would have 
been better off in Stockholm. Though these tragic castles do have their charm. 
ELEANOR 
I hear Hugo's tractor. 
SEBASTIAN 
He'll walk in here with his hunting boots, his fresh scent of nature, and his manly 
strength.. .Was it our somewhat degenerate family that led you to this kind of 
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dissolution? Because there's no worse refinement than this taste for health. You know 
it's true.. . 
Enter Agatha-forty years old--even more lavishly dressed than they. Her walk is 
always solemn. 
AGATHA 
I just received correspondence fiom Stockholm. Frederic Falsen, a relation fiom the 
cadet branch, may arrive to join us in a few days time. 
SEBASTIAN 
Don't tell me we're going to have yet another visitor. 
AGATHA 
Our family has always been one of the most hospitable in all the North. Can you have 
forgotten? 
SEBASTIAN 
If that is meant to be an allusion to my presence here, there's no need. I have no money, 
I don't know how to obtain more, and it's tiresome. My sister married your brother and 
lives in this castle, where I have joined her. I would like you to understand to what extent 
you're stuck with it. 
AGATHA 
I know it well enough. But let me say that a gentleman.. . 
Enter Hugo, enormous. His sheepskin jacket and boots form a strange contrast with the 
1 8'h century outJits of his companions. 
AGATHA 
Hugo. If you please. 
She covers her eyes with her hand and exits. 
HUGO, turning to the others 
I didn't have time to put on my clown costume. Did she see my tractor? 
SEBASTIAN 
Not to worry. Her obsession with history is fairly creative. She'll have taken it for a 
torture device. 
HUGO 
It is one. The thing never works. I spent the day with my hands in the crankcase. That's 
why I haven't kissed you, Eleanor. 
He shows her his hands; Eleanor smiles. 
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ELEANOR 
Who is this Frederic that Agatha spoke of? 
HUGO 
Ah, yes! It's a cousin of ours. I don't know what he means to do here. Hunt maybe. 
Poor boy! I'm going to change. 
SEBASTIAN, amiably 
If your tractor doesn't work, you had better sell it and buy Balzac, dear man. There's 
nothing left to read here. 
HUGO 
Balzac? Ah, yes! I prefer fixing the tractor. 
He bursts out laughing and disappears. 
ELEANOR 
He's nice enough. 
SEBASTIAN 
Your husband? Sure, but that poor Agatha.. . 
ELEANOR 
So stop bickering, then. 
SEBASTIAN 
Me, bicker with Agatha! Out of the question. You always forget that I'm intelligent. 
ELEANOR 
Intelligent and sneaky. You got yourself thrown out of ten grammar schools for that. 
SEBATIAN 
My second wife, the American, threw me out for that, too. She found me sneaky and 
claimed my coming home always made her jump. I had to come home sometime or 
another, though, if only for meals. 
ELEANOR 
That was the only time you came home. 
SEBASTIAN 
And I could knock, cough, and scuff my feet all I liked, but there was always a moment 
when she jumped and screamed, "Oh God, you're here!" in an anguished tone. It was 
enough to make me nervous. 
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ELEANOR 
It's Ophelia that bothers me. 
SEBASTIAN 
She's charming, dreamy.. . 
ELEANOR 
Too much so. We'll have to hide her if this Frederic comes. 
SEBASTIAN 
Who is this Frederic? Fancy a young man accepting an invitation from Agatha in the 
middle of winter. He must be truly ugly or truly sick. Or in love with you. 
ELEANOR 
I don't know him. 
SEBATIAN 
He could have seen you at your wedding, or at Ophelia's funeral. Here she is, by the 
way. 
Enter Ophelia, in a white dress, humming to herselJ: 
OPHELIA 
I would like to go for a walk, I would like to see people. I would like to say hello to my 
parents. I would like to have tailored dresses. 
She exits by the other door. The brother and sister sigh. 
SEBASTIAN 
What a life! Do you remember when we found out.. .how hard I laughed.. . 
ELEANOR 
Not I. Poor Hugo, he was embarrassed.. . 
SEBASTIAN 
It was then that I began to respect him. Confining one wife, convincing everyone of her 
death so he can marry a second, that's pretty extraordinary. It takes emotion. Oh, if I'd 
only felt a third of that emotion over a woman! But me, I've always been confined 
myself. Confined, fattened, blanched. The kept man. Sebastian von Milhem. 
ELEANOR 
Don't drown yourself in sad thoughts. 
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SEBASTIAN 
I know that I annoy you, my dear, but I can't help it. Despite the violent stupor that 
reigns here, I feel lighthearted, sententious, babbling like a fish. And the better I feel, the 
more I do it. 1'11 end up mad like Uncle Jan. 
ELEANOR, violently 
Don't talk about him. 
SEBASTIAN 
I don't understand you. There are so many people who admit to being a bit mad, and 
with such satisfaction, such relief. We surely are, just a bit, and for good.. .enjoy it. 
ELEANOR 
How? Enjoy it how? 
SEBASTIAN, disconcerted 
Well I don't know.. .by staying that way.. ..doubtless. 
Enter Hugo dressed like a gentleman, Agatha leading. 
AGATHA 
Before the dinner bell strikes, let us hold family council. If Frederic Falsen visits us, it 
would be well that he return with a decent recollection of our home. And that he not 
discover our secret most shameful . . . 
HUGO, growling 
Shameful.. .Shameful is easy to say. 
AGATHA 
Bigamy is a shameful thing. Our poor mother told you often enough. Not so, mother? 
She turns toward a wheelchair where a formless thing reposes in a bonnet. It would be 
best ifshe not be visible until Agatha S line. 
HUGO 
Leave our mother in peace. 
SEBASTIAN 
In any case, you hardly risk bothering her. It's been four years since she stopped hearing 
and can barely see. You only remember her when you're making your scenes. 
ELEANOR, distracted 
What's he like, this Frederic? 
SEBASTIAN 
You mean physically? 
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HUGO 
A fine little gentleman. He must play cards and chase after women. 
ELEANOR 
It really is a shame we must keep Ophelia hidden. It would have distracted her. 
HUGO, furious 
It's out of the question that Ophelia.. . 
SEBASTIAN 
Your reflexes are still rather marital. You assembled all of Sweden for Ophelia's funeral. 
All so you could marry my sister. Consider yourself widowed and remarried. 
ELEANOR 
But that is how he considers himself. 
She takes Hugo Sfree arm; he squeezes her about the waist with a satisfied laugh. 
AGATHA 
Right. It seems we have all forgiven Hugo this.. .foible. Now, we must consider the fact 
that Ophelia will be enraged to find herself once again locked in her apartments. 
ELEANOR 
How long will this Frederic stay? 
HUGO 
Not long. The snows will start in three weeks. He'll have to leave after the first storm. 
AGATHA 
My dear Hugo, it should be you who explains things to Ophelia. 
. 
HUGO 
She doesn't listen to me anymore. 
SEBASTIAN 
Put yourself in her place. 
ELEANOR, wearily 
I'll speak to her if I must. 
Meanwhile, Ophelia has entered the room. She listens to them attentively. 
OPHELIA 
What's he like, this Frederic? 
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They jump and turn to her. 
AGATHA 
Boring and ugly, little one. That's why it would be best if you not see him at all.. . 
OPHELIA 
I knew a Frederic Falsen in Stockholm.. .is it the same one? We played together at the 
park, he was handsome, he wanted to marry me one day. (A momentpasses. They look 
at her) . . .One day, I married Hugo.. .nasty Hugo, mean Hugo.. . 
She exits singing the last phrase to herselJ: They watch in silence. 
SEBASTIAN 
I can think of nothing worse than childish women. 
AGATHA 
One must admit that poor Ophelia is growing strange.. . 
Ophelia's head sticks her head back through the door. 
OPHELIA 
If it is my Frederic, 1'11 tell him everything. And he'll marry me and we'll live here with 
you. That'll show Hugo. 
She disappears. 
AGATHA 
She would do it.. .I will tell old Gunther to take her to her room and bring her meals, as 
he did last winter. 
Gunther, the family S old servant, appears. 
GUNTHER 
Her Ladyship the Countess, there is a young man here, Frederic Falsen.. . 
Frederic Falsen is already at the door, young and extremely handsome. He stops and 
looks at Eleanor as ifblown away. 
AGATHA 
Oh ... ! Oh, no ... ! 
She exits. Frederic stands stupefied. 
FREDERIC 
I. . .I'm sorry. What's happening? 
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SEBASTIAN 
Your suit! 
FREDERIC 
My.. . my suit? (He looks himselfover.) I don't see how, it's designed by Pyle, (he 
laughs) and it has never scared anyone until now. 
SEBASTIAN 
You find that nice, do you? Those skimpy slacks, those ridiculous little folds there and 
there. Hrnrn? 
FREDERIC 
Good God, compared to your jabot, obviously.. . 
I 
SEBASTIAN 
Well there you go. You're right. My jabot is nicer than your tie by Pyle. How'd he 
doing, old Pyle? I owed him five thousand francs two years ago. Still do, in fact. When 
they say prices are going up.. . 
HUGO 
A moment's silence, for pity's sake, Sebastian. Sir, I am Hugo Falsen, your cousin. This 
is my wife, Eleanor, and her brother, Sebastian. 
Frederic bows 
HUGO 
As for the young lady who just left, that's my sister, Agatha. It's she who corresponds 
with your family. A somewhat hysterical young lady . . . 
SEBASTIAN 
Oh, indeed ... 
HUGO, continuing 
... Somewhat hysterical, and infatuated with times past. So as not to upset her and 
especially so that she leaves me in peace, given she owns two thirds of the estate, we 
wear period dress. That's all. If you would be kind enough to borrow some frippery in 
this style from Sebastian, since you would swim in mine. There you are. With that, I 
have work to do. (He exits and immediately reappears). I thank you for your visit, sir. 
Frederic stands dumbfounded. Sebastian contemplates him and glances at Eleanor, who 
seems to have awoken somewhat. 
FREDERIC 
You must believe, madam, that if I had known I'd give such a shock to 
your ... um! ... sister-in-law, I would have traveled in period dress, even if it meant causing 
a scandal in the sleeper cars.. . 
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SEBASTIAN 
Sleeper cars.. .those still exist? A marvel! 
FREDERIC smiling 
I've just left one. They haven't changed, I think, in the last, um.. . 
SEBASTIAN, longsuffering 
Five years, good sir. 
FREDERIC 
There are still the brown compartments, a little ladder.. . 
SEBASTIAN 
A ladder, bah! I never traveled anything but first class, sir, it's what ruined me actually, 
among other things. 
FREDERIC 
Ah, really! (Silence) This castle is very beautiful, madam. 
ELEANOR, softly 
Your name is Frederic, cousin? 
Behind her back, Sebastian lifts his arms into the air. 
FREDERIC 
Yes. And yours, Eleanor. 
They stare. at each other. Silence. 
SEBASTIAN 
Yes. And mine, Sebastian. How lovely, we're all even. 
ELEANOR 
Don't pay too much attention to my brother, he is a bit bizarre, extremely talkative, 
inopportune, even. 
SEBASTIAN 
Do, on the other hand, pay attention to my sister. She is young, beautiful, isolated, 
relatively witty, and.. . 
FREDERIC 
I believe your advice is superfluous, sir. 
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SEBASTIAN 
You'll see. Eleanor, you should show your cousin his room. Really, I have to take 
charge of everything here. I, the parasite, am the keystone of the cathedral that is the 
Falsen family. 
ELEANOR, to Frederic 
If you will follow me? 
FREDERIC, smiling 
Anywhere. 
SEBASTIAN 
Now there's a flash answer, cousin Frederic. I love this rapidity in young people. 
They have left. Sebastian continues. 
SEBASTIAN 
And here I am, talking to myself once again. (He turns to the wheelchair.) It's true that 
you're here, grandmother-by-marriage. I have a soft spot for you, did you know? You 
keep quiet, you don't understand. We would have lived so happily together. Alas! I 
knew you too late. (He sits down at herfeet) Did you know that you're divine? Not 
even some knitting needles, not one of these awful occupations that tear away women 
from us. Knitting and a taste for marriage have lost me all my lady friends, grandmother 
dear, is that not sad? 
He strokes her hair. Enter Hugo. 
HUGO 
Where is that boy? They're bringing in his baggage. What room is Eleanor putting him 
in? 
SEBASTIAN 
I'm not sure. 
HUGO, heavily 
You saw his face, his smile.. . What are they all simpering around for these days? 
SEBASTIAN, graciously 
You find that I simper, too? 
HUGO 
You, no. You grate. Why do you look so happy? You think it's fun, do you, these little 
cousins who disembark every winter and get underfoot? All in the name of the so-called 
Falsen hospitality! 
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SEBASTIAN 
I find them distracting enough. 
HUGO 
I know. It's all terribly fun, for you. If you hadn't made all the chambermaids pregnant, 
I would wonder,. . but no, it's fun for you, that's all. You and Eleanor spend the winter 
sniggering behind their backs, playing a game I don't understand. What kind of pleasure 
do you get from mocking another man? 
SEBASTIAN 
The lowest pleasure, Hugo, and therefore one of the most profound. 
HUGO 
You like to play with words, eh? 
SEBASTIAN 
It's all I have left, dear man. Intelligence has become a terrible thing in these times. It 
torments you, it irritates others, it convinces neither them nor you.. . 
HUGO 
You're playing the philosopher again. You'd do better to take care of that baggage. 
SEBASTIAN 
Off I go. I adore making myself useful. 
Blackout. 
Eleanor enters the room-the same one-in riding gear. She collapses on the sofa. 
Frederic follows two steps behind. They are both laughing. 
ELEANOR 
Finish your story, Frederic, now that we're alone. 
FREDERIC 
So there I was. The husband was naturally furious. He came all the way to Stockholm 
by plane, he shows up at the hotel at ten, storms into the room like a wild bull ... a 
scandal, in short. He wanted to challenge me to a duel.. .in 1958.. . 
ELEANOR 
What did you do? 
FREDERIC, insouciant 
I grabbed him by the collar, shook him a little, and gave him back his wife, who was 
growing tiresome, besides.. . 
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ELEANOR 
You didn't love her, then? 
FREDERIC 
One can't be in love every time, no? 
ELEANOR 
That's true. 
FREDERIC 
Passion is a beautiful thing, I know, but I suppose I was waiting for the right opportunity. 
ELEANOR 
You're very lucky. Personally, I've had my heart broken ten times, no, twelve. 
FREDERIC 
Twelve? 
ELEANOR, sighing 
Yes, twelve. What is so shocking about that? Do I not look like a slave to passion? 
FREDERIC 
Had you been the slave master, rather, I would understand. 
ELEANOR 
Well ... aren't you sweet. 
FREDERIC 
Now, let me give you what I shot down behind the hill. Look. 
ELEANOR 
A blue teal.. . as rare as a visitor.. . How soft she is. Look, her feathers are light and 
transparent. She's still warm. 
FREDERIC 
She's as soft as you seem hard, as transparent as you remain opaque. As warm as you are 
glacial, or burning, I don't know. 
ELEANOR 
You have a way with words. I had forgotten how young people from the city have a way 
with words. All these marvelous comparisons with the corpse of this unhappy teal. 
Aren't you ashamed to woo me over the bodies of your victims? 
He reaches for her hand, impulsively. She looks at him and bursts out laughing. 
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ELEANOR 
We're joking, are we not. 
He laughs, too. He should be gay and charming. 
FREDERIC 
I'm joking, still. Seriously, Eleanor, seriously, believe me for a moment.. . 
ELEANOR 
Yes, yes, you desire me seriously. It's one of the rare serious things for rich young men. 
FREDERIC 
What do you want fiom me? Yes, I know, nothing. But I am. Nothing. I mean to say, if 
you gave me a chance with you, what would it be? Should I be in love, or not? There are 
moments when you laugh so much like me.. .I think, I feel like I'm finding you again. 
ELEANOR 
I don't know, why not? Understand me. You are such an opportunity, Frederic. A tragic 
castle, a bored young woman (that would be me) and a young visitor.. .But I don't like 
opportunities. Not that much. And then, if you break my heart, for the thirteenth time.. . 
She laughs 
FREDERIC 
Love me a little. 
ELEANOR 
Deceiving Hugo.. .I would only be deceiving you. 
FREDERIC 
I'm not so sure of that. 
They look at each other and burst out laughing. Enter Sebastian, a dead rabbit in hand. 
SEBASTIAN 
One rabbit, one miserable rabbit! Here's my trophy. I could have killed the same outside 
Paris. Oh, why didn't I stay? 
ELEANOR 
You would have been forced to eat it. Or starve. 
SEBASTIAN 
It's true. But in Paris, the stewed rabbit is excellent. Here, it's simply revolting. 
Frederic, might you have killed a teal? Eleanor's going to strangle you. It's her favorite 
bird. 
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Frederic looks at Eleanor. She strokes the teal and lifts her eyes to him for an instant. 
FREDERIC 
How tactless I am. How happy I am. You didn't say anything. 
AGATHA, entering 
The hunt is then over? 
ELEANOR 
We've just come back. Hugo's not here? 
AGATHA 
He is overseeing the transplanting. Did you not perceive, in the course of your equestrian 
pursuits, a strange machine folding the wheat like cloth.. .? Our peasants are becoming 
quite ingenious. No good can come of such things if you ask me. Frederic, shall we 
return to our game of piquet? In the fifteen days you've been here, you've beaten me 
only once, your blood must be boiling. 
FREDERIC 
It's boiling all right. 
AGATHA 
Have I told you of ow common ancestor Richard Falsen, and the game of piquet he 
played at the Battle of Enongen? 
FREDERIC 
I can't recall. 
SEBASTIAN 
You've told it to him every night since he arrived. 
AGATHA 
You surprise me, Sebastian. I am not the sort of woman to repeat herself. 
FREDERIC 
By the way.. . Who is the charming young blonde I keep crossing in the halls? She is 
ravishing and a bit bizarre. Is she a lady-in-waiting? 
SEBASTIAN, with interest 
A big blonde? With one brown eye and one blue? That's Frieda. 
FREDERIC 
No. She's thin and her eyes are very much alike. 
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SEBASTIAN 
It must be Viena. But you're not hard to please when it comes to women. Sorry, 
Eleanor. 
AGATHA 
What do you. . . ? 
FREDERIC, hastily 
No, no, she's ravishing. She calls me 'cousin' and kissed my cheek. 
A moment of consternated silence. 
AGATHA 
Where did you see her? When? 
FREDERIC 
I don't know.. .I see her everywhere. 
AGATHA 
I.. .This is too much.. .Pay her no mind. 
FREDERIC, toward Eleanor 
I have no desire to. 
AGATHA 
She's a distant cousin, an unhappy girl. She recently lost her husband, and.. . 
SEBASTIAN 
The best. . . 
AGATHA, furious 
If you please. (To Frederic) And at the same time lost her mind. She speaks nonsense. 
FREDERIC 
So it seemed. But she is quite charming. 
Hugo enters. He appears to be in a foul mood. 
HUGO 
You've had a good hunt? I would thank you not to go galloping through my pastures. 
ELEANOR 
My horse spooked. 
FREDERIC 
It gave us quite the scare. 
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HUGO 
There was a time when you knew how to control a horse. (To Eleanor) You, at least. 
AGATHA 
Would you be insinuating that our guest is a poor horseman? Brother, must I remind you 
that the most elementary rules of hospitality.. . 
HUGO 
Don't remind me of anything. And don't make me angry. I've had it up to here with the 
1 8fi Century, dressing like a clown, and hiding my Jeep. 
AGATHA 
Hugo. . . 
HUGO 
Up to here. If you didn't own three quarters of the domain, things would never have 
gone this far. 
AGATHA 
You would ride about in this "zheep" no doubt? 
HUGO 
Yes. And one day or another I would eat lunch in a three-piece suit. You hear me: in a 
three-piece suit. 
He exits and slams the door. 
SEBASTIAN 
I don't understand.. .I'm completely accustomed to these little numbers.. . 
He starts to dance a minuet. 
AGATHA 
I will take this meal in my apartments today. But while I live, the customs and honor of 
the Falsen family will be preserved. 
She exits. Se bastian laughs. 
SEBASTIAN 
You two are going to end up eating lunch alone. I'm going to eat with Ophelia. 
ELEANOR 
What have you dreamed up now? 
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SEBASTIAN 
Nothing very new.. .(He bursts out laughing and, before leaving, turns to Frederic) You 
know, Frederic, it will snow soon. 
He exits 
FREDEFUC 
What is this obsession with the snow? 
ELEANOR 
It starts snowing here one fine day, and it doesn't stop for the next four months. We are 
completely cut off from the outside world, and though the change isn't great, it's nerve- 
racking. 
FREDEFUC 
I would love to be stranded in the snow by your side. 
ELEANOR 
You're wrong. 
FREDERIC 
I don't care. 
ELEANOR 
Oh, don't talk like a fool, will you! There are moments in life-rare, I'll admit-when 
you must not be wrong. This is one. 
She takes a few restless steps. 
ELEANOR 
My dear Frederic, don't flatter yourself. I could have a fling with you, a rainy day, no 
more. I have never in my life felt the least bit of passion for anyone, I'm delighted to 
say; I detest overflowing emotion. My brother is pleasant and amusing, I like Hugo. 
That's all. What interests me most in the day is my makeup: I spend an hour on it. I had 
fifteen affairs before marrying Hugo; they distracted and exhausted me, in that order. I 
won't say it again. 
FREDERIC 
And your twelve.. .passions.. .? 
ELEANOR 
Nothing at all. I lie, too. Be a cheerful, sweet, pretty boy. And beware of the snow. 
Blackout. 
Sebastian and Ophelia sit before the fire, playing cards. 
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SEBASTIAN 
Now isn't this relaxing. What a benediction hunting is, for everyone. I detest it. 
OPHELIA 
Hunting? Spades, Sebastian-no, diamonds-no, clubs. 
We see her pull some cards from her sleeves. 
SEBASTIAN 
Don't cheat yourself, you're giving away your strategy. I can already see your cards 
when you bend over.. .(A momentpasses.) Yes, hunting. 
OPHELIA 
What hunting? 
SEBASTIAN 
Partridge-hunting, money-hunting, woman-hunting. It keeps everyone busy, except me. 
OPHELIA 
I think it's very mean to kill poor animals. I told Frederic so. 
SEBASTIAN 
You see him often? 
OPHELIA 
When I pass him in the hallways. It's tricky. Once I confused his footsteps with Hugo's. 
He almost caught me. 
SEBASTIAN 
Who? 
OPHELIA 
Hugo. He would have put me back in my room. 
SEBASTIAN 
Their footsteps sound nothing alike, though. 
OPHELIA 
No. But Hugo was walking on tiptoe. 
SEBASTIAN 
On tiptoe? Why? 
OPHELIA 
He cheats. 
Castle in Sweden 
Silence. 
SEBASTIAN 
So Hugo was walking on tiptoe.. .well now, well now... (a momentpasses) 1 would even 
say, well, well, well. . . 
OPHELIA 
Sebastian, are you playing? (He doesn 't respond, lost in thought. She asks again, 
whining:) Sebastian? 
SEBASTIAN 
Yes? 
OPHELIA 
Why are you paying attention to me? You never paid attention to me before. And you 
spoke to me more formally. 
SEBASTIAN 
You should never ask a man that. If you must know, it was Frederic that made me think 
of it. 
OPHELIA 
Frederic? 
SEBASTIAN 
Yes, he said you were ravishing. 
OPHELIA 
He's ravishing, too. 
SEBASTIAN 
Never you mind. Here, you've lost. 
OPHELIA 
No, it's you, look. 
SEBASTIAN 
If you were capable, I'd say you were cheating.. . Look out, here they come.. . In a bit, 
I'll bring you some cake. 
OPHELIA 
A little piece. I'm getting fat. 
She disappears. Enter Hugo, Frederic, Eleanor, and Agatha. 
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ELEANOR 
Playing cards all by yourself? 
SEBASTIAN 
Who would you have me play with? 
FREDERIC 
You should have come. We took a stroll through some superb fields, gray and black. . 
Hugo showed me his land, or some of it, anyway. Agatha discovered a tree planted by 
General Falsen. 
SEBATIAN 
And Eleanor.. .what did she discover? 
ELEANOR 
That I wouldn't mind taking a stroll. 
She and Se bastian exchange a look 
HUGO 
I'm going to change. Come, Eleanor. You'll help me take off my boots. 
They exit, followed by Agatha. Frederic starts toward the door. 
SEBASTIAN 
Frederic. (Frederic turns. He looks sad.) You know it's true about the snow. It will start 
in the next two days. Sometimes the first storm is enough. We can't leave for another 
four months. Everything is white and we're made prisoners. And it's not fun. 
FREDERIC, slowly 
I know. 
SEBASTIAN 
You won't have much opportunity to laugh. 
FREDERIC 
I don't feel like laughing. 
SEBASTIAN 
Eleanor. . . 
FREDERIC 
I know. She doesn't love me. Perhaps she will be mine anyway. And I will suffer. 
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SEBASTIAN 
To suffer.. .what a lovely idea.. . But, my dear Frederic, I thought you were one of these 
very healthy young Swedes who drank milk or schnapps and bagged girls without 
consequences. I haven't been to the cinema in a long time, alas! despite my efforts to 
convince Hugo to acquire a.. .urn.. .projection device, but that was how it went on the 
screen, with all kinds of merriment. 
FREDERIC 
I can't believe it would be that way. 
SEBASTIAN 
With Eleanor, right? (His tone changes.) Would you be insinuating that my sister's 
sensuality is more complex, perverse, even? And so! I'll make you eat those words, on 
my honor as a Von Milhem.. . 
FREDERIC, wearily 
That's not what I mean. I know that things are going badly and that I will suffer. 
SEBASTIAN 
You're well informed. 
FREDERIC 
Yes, by she herself. And by myself. I'm already suffering a little. 
SEBASTIAN 
Because she's taking off his boots? 
FREDERIC 
For example. 
SEBASTIAN 
She's not taking off yours, that's for sure.. . 
Frederic takes a step toward him. 
FREDERIC 
What's it to you? All this must entertain you. You're no great friend of Hugo's. 
SEBASTIAN 
I don't like to be entertained. Besides, I like Hugo. 
FREDERIC 
The idea of my suffering bothers you that much? 
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SEBASTIAN 
Not in the least. It's very good for young people. Myself, at your age ...(H e stops 
himselJ) Actually, no, I never suffered very much because of women. But I've heard that 
it's very good. 
FREDERIC, exploding 
I want her, I have to have her. You understand: I have to have her. 
SEBASTIAN 
Would you like me to relay the message? 
FREDERIC 
It's been relayed. And 1'11 relay it again. 
Enter Eleanor. 
SEBASTIAN 
And so I leave you. 
He exits. 
FREDERIC 
Eleanor. It's over, I can't take it anymore. 
ELEANOR 
And what is "it"? 
FREDERIC 
Waiting. Waiting for you. You play, I play, we play. Fine. But it's taking too long. 
ELEANOR 
You astonish me. You play, we play, the game takes too long, etc. And then I fall into 
your arms? Is that it? What is your point in all this? 
FREDERIC 
You're attracted to me? 
ELEANOR 
Yes. 
FREDERIC 
I'm attracted to you. 
ELEANOR 
I suppose. 
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FREDERIC 
You, you didn't discourage me.. .and.. .Eleanor, you're right, it doesn't mean anything, 
but I love you. 
He sits down in a chair, his head in his hands. She smiles faintly, goes to him, and, lifting 
his head, kisses him. 
ELEANOR 
I'll meet you here at two o'clock tonight. But I don't love you. These burning loves 
freeze me. At two, then. 
She exits 
Blackout. 
The same room, dimmed. Two o'clock sounds. Ophelia, seated by a candle, is playing 
solitaire. Enter Frederic on tiptoe. He jumps. 
FREDERIC 
What are you doing here? 
OPHELIA 
I'm waiting for Sebastian. He wants to play a round of piquet with me. 
FREDERIC 
At this hour? He's mad. Are you sure? 
OPHELIA 
It's what he said. Although the things men say.. . 
She makes a disillusioned gesture. 
FREDERIC 
You should go to bed. Sebastian isn't coming anymore. It's two in the morning. 
OPHELIA 
That's what he told me. Two o'clock. You might as well play with me, if you want, 
until he gets here. 
FREDERIC 
I didn't come to play cards. 
He paces nervously. 
OPHELIA 
You're wrong, piquet is fun. 
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FREDERIC, violently 
I could care less about piquet. Listen, miss, I've never said this to a woman, but would 
you mind playing somewhere else? I'll send Sebastian to you, if he comes. 
OPHELIA 
Poor Sebastian.. .You won't tell him? 
FREDERIC, infuriated 
What? 
OPHELIA, mischievous 
Well, if he loses all the time, it's because I cheat.. .I use two decks.. . 
She laughs 
FREDERIC 
I'm begging you, go play somewhere else. 
OPHELIA 
Oh, no! I'll spend the whole night getting lost in the hallways and then I won't find 
Sebastian again.. . 
Enter Se bastian. 
SEBASTIAN, calm 
Hold on.. . How is this going to work? It's not easy, playing piquet with three. 
FREDERIC 
Listen, Sebastian.. . 
Enter Eleanor in her turn, very elegant, in a dressing gown. 
ELEANOR 
Why, quite the little party! Dear Frederic, and here I thought I'd find you alone. 
SEBASTIAN 
I'm dreadfully sorry. I had to finish this game of piquet with Ophelia. 
ELEANOR 
Did anyone think to put mother back? 
She turns to the wheelchair--empty. 
SEBASTIAN 
You got up just to put back your mother-in-law? That's very kind. 
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ELEANOR 
I had a rendezvous with this gentleman. Would you like to continue your game of piquet 
here or in Ophelia's room? 
She and Sebastian look at each other. 
SEBASTIAN 
In any case, these big rooms are quite uncomfortable. Come, gentle Ophelia, come cheat 
elsewhere. (To Frederic) Sweet dreams! 
They exit. Frederic, somewhat disconcerted, goes to Eleanor and takes her in his arms. 
FREDERIC 
Aren't you afraid that Sebastian.. . 
ELEANOR 
I fear the worst from Sebastian. 
FREDERIC 
Do you think he'd say.. . 
ELEANOR 
. ..Everything that crosses his mind. But the truth rarely crosses his mind. 
FREDERIC 
What a strange house ... it's so dark in here. The time went so slowly, Eleanor, so 
slowly.. .It was midnight, then one, then one thirty. Enough to kill a man.. .always time 
standing between us and what we want. 
ELEANOR 
Before isn't so bad. The really terrible part is the time after. Between us and what we 
wanted. It's unforgiving. 
FREDERIC 
What did you want? 
ELEANOR 
Why? I never knew. But I've always wanted something. 
FREDERIC, kissing her 
And it wasn't me? It won't be me? 
ELEANOR 
No, it won't be you, not you.. . 
She leads him away. 
Castle in Sweden 
Act I1 
Same decor. On stage, Eleanor and Sebastian lounge in fiont of the fire. 
SEBATIAN 
Are you listening? 
ELEANOR 
Yes. 
SEBASTIAN 
I'd say you were dreaming. So, nothing to tell me? 
ELEANOR, yawning 
What about? 
SEBASTIAN 
Let's say about the origin of these yawns. Is little Frederic quality goods, as they would 
so gaily say in Paris? 
ELEANOR 
Oh! You know ... Yes, I suppose, in a puppy-dog kind of way, and still ... 
She yawns. 
SEBASTIAN 
Is he endearing? 
ELEANOR 
Yes, fairly. And very handsome, that I must admit, he is remarkably well built. 
SEBASTIAN 
So it's come to this. Though if you ask me, for a man..."beauty saves you for fifteen 
days," as Talleyrand would say. 
ELEANOR 
Since I'm tired of a man by the end of fifteen days, it saves me time. 
SEBASTIAN 
Fair enough. Devastating, but fair. Meanwhile, I've started paying attention to Hugo. 
He suspects something, I believe, and I'm strongly encouraging him in this direction. 
ELEANOR 
Just wait a little. You're always in such a hurry. 
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SEBASTIAN 
But you know it's my favorite pastime. And what then? You've whispered enough 
sweet nothings, it seems to me. 
ELEANOR 
Jealous, are we? 
SEBASTIAN 
As always, come now, you know full well. I imagine we'd fit right in-if lacking their 
spark, alas!-with the Atreides. 
Silence. Eleanor paces back and forth. 
ELEANOR 
Don't start terrorizing Frederic right away. Nor getting Hugo all worked up, will you? 
Silence. 
SEBASTIAN, smiling 
Is that what you need? 
ELEANOR 
That's what I would like. 
SEBASTIAN 
As for me, I've always confused the two. (He makes a bow.) But it will cost that little 
fool all the more dear. 
Enter Frederic. 
FREDERIC 
I should have known I'd find you here, and together. How did you survive, dear man, for 
the two years you had to live without Eleanor, before she was born? 
SEBASTIEN 
I bawled so loud, dear man, that my father made up his mind. That being said, I detest 
jealous scenes. Here, take my place. 
He exits. 
FREDERIC, somber 
Not a word ... not a look ... For the two weeks we've been lovers (She raises a hand)- 
that's the word-it seems like every day, I dissolve with the cock's crow, and I disappear 
in your eyes.. . 
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ELEANOR 
I find you again every night, Frederic. 
FREDERIC 
Yes. And every night you're mine. Truly mine. Can you understand how this disdain, 
this distraction for the rest of the day, tortures me? 
ELEANOR 
But there are plenty of women like me, dear Frederic. The night is made for love, the day 
for everyday life, household duties ... What do I know? 
FREDERIC 
Household duties? You don't sew, you don't do anything ... 
ELEANOR 
Is that a reproach? Would you prefer that I surreptitiously and lovingly darn your socks 
every day, quickly hiding my needles whenever Hugo appears? 
FREDERIC 
That's not what I said, and you know it. In the end, I think I'm suffering from an old 
lover's malady: indifference. 
ELEANOR, serious 
My dear Frederic, I'm going to tell you what I really think. When a woman has a 
husband of whom she's fond, and out of some perverse impulse she takes a lover, the 
latter should be cheerful, because otherwise it's no longer the husband who is ridiculous. 
Do you follow? 
FREDERIC 
I follow. I'm trying to follow. (He stops and thinks.) Tell me, Eleanor, do you have these 
moments with Hugo, these ... (He stops himseK she looks at him.) Eleanor, do you kiss 
his hands, after.. . 
ELEANOR 
I strongly suggest you go take a walk outside. The cold air will do you good. Oh! I 
forgot about the snow. Well then, stay here alone ... 
She exits. Frederic remains alone, bites his nails and takes two steps. Enter Hugo. 
HUGO 
Eleanor isn't here? 
FREDERIC 
No. She just left. 
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HUGO 
Oh! I didn't see her. 
FREDERIC 
You should have passed her. 
Pause. 
FREDERIC 
You have a charming wife, Hugo. 
HUGO 
Yes, so I've been told. Besides, I already knew. 
FREDERIC, unable to stop himself 
Very, very charming, and the pinnacle of seduction. 
HUGO 
You think so? 
FREDERIC 
If Eleanor had not been your wife ... 
HUGO 
1'11 stop you there. The fact that a woman belongs to someone else has never stopped 
anyone. 
FREDERIC, red 
So then ... 
Silence. 
HUGO 
Thankfully, Eleanor is Eleanor, and you are Frederic. She would therefore never love 
you. 
FREDERIC 
And why is that? 
HUGO, exploding 
You were perhaps hoping otherwise? 
He becomes menacing. 
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FREDERIC 
No, no. But we're all concerned with the impression we make. And I wanted to know 
what could make me so unattractive to your wife. You who know her so well ... 
HUGO 
You are too young, too well dressed, and too, uh ... 
He makes an undulating gesture. 
FREDERIC 
I see. But if you think my presence here might be unpleasant for her, I can leave. Just 
ask her. (Self-satisfied chuckle.) 
HUGO 
Why no, why no, she could care less. Besid'es, she doesn't even look at you, you can see 
for yourself. 
Frederic is visibly affected. 
FREDERIC 
If you would excuse me. 
He exits. 
HUGO 
Be my guest ... ! 
Hugo is seated in an armchair. Through the window we can see large snowflakes falling. 
Ophelia peek in. She doesn't see Hugo hidden by the chair and continues into the room. 
When she sees him, it S too late. 
HUGO 
Ah! There you are! (She starts toflee.) Don't be afraid, I won't put you back in your 
room. 
OPHELIA 
Promise? 
HUGO 
I promise. Come here. No, please, don't be afraid. Please don't be afraid of me. I can't 
stand it. 
She sits on the arm of the chair. He strokes her hair. He looks sad. 
HUGO, tenderly 
You're soft. And how blonde. Are you very unhappy, Ophelia? 
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OPHELIA 
Unhappy, why? 
HUGO . 
Very well, but I think sometimes ... Do you blame me very much? 
OPHELIA 
That, yes. I think you've behaved very badly with me. Your mother told you so besides. 
HUGO 
I know. 
OPHELIA, gathering steam 
It was very bad manners, actually. When they buried me, I was in my room at the 
window, and I saw my mother pass behind my casket, crying, crying ... And my brother. 
If he'd known, he'd have whipped you, he's stronger than you. 
HUGO 
I'd be shocked. No, but it's not like that. Understand, if I did what I did, it's because I 
wanted Eleanor. I've always been that way. When I want something, if I don't get it, I 
die ... 
OPHELIA 
Now I'm the one who's dead. 
Enter Sebastian, looking joyful. 
SEBASTIAN 
Hold on, you two know each other? No one ever sees you together. Hello, my dear. 
He kisses Ophelia on the forehead. 
SEBASTIAN 
This weather puts me in an exquisite mood. 
HUGO 
You're in luck, it'll last four more months. It's too late to ask for a reprieve. 
SEBASTIAN 
Once again, Hugo, I apologize for abusing your hospitality like this, but the climatic 
circumstances oblige me. 
HUGO 
What's come over you? 
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SEBASTIAN 
You know full well I make this little speech every winter. It gives me a pleasant feeling. 
With every snowfall, I feel constrained to stay here by something other than my laziness. 
It's restful. It's restful for my conscience. Where's Eleanor? 
HUGO 
Every time I see you, you ask me where Eleanor is. 
SEBASTIAN 
And who would you have me ask? 
OPHELIA, delighted to find herselfwith Hugo again 
I saw her in the hallway with Frederic. He was running and pulling her by the hand. 
HUGO 
And Eleanor? 
OPHELIA 
She was running, too, but not as fast. He runs very fast, Frederic. 
SEBASTIAN 
Well then, I'll go ask Frederic where my sister is. 
HUGO 
And tell your sister to run right back here. 
SEBASTIAN 
At your command. Come, Ophelia. 
They exit. Immediately enter Eleanor. She walks, lost in thought, up to Hugo's chair, 
and, like Ophelia, jumps. 
HUGO 
Truly, I frighten everyone. I'm dreadfully sorry not to be in the fields, but the weather 
prevents me. 
ELEANOR, sitting on the chair's arm in turn 
What's wrong? Why are you looking so furious and obstinate? 
HUGO 
I don't know yet. 
ELEANOR, tender, pressing her cheek to his 
Hugo ... you don't have a single reason to be furious. Whatever happens, not a single 
reason. This house is tragic sometimes, and you start believing things ... 
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HUGO 
What is that supposed to mean? 
ELEANOR 
Nothing. You wouldn't understand. That's why I married you. Because you didn't 
understand. And you didn't try to understand. 
HUGO 
There's one thing I do understand: this weather and this inactivity exasperate me. And 
also that dandy. 
ELEANOR 
Frederic? He's quite nice. 
HUGO 
He's a fool. I don't understand anything he says. And he talks all the time, and he's 
frisky ... Between him and Sebastian, you can't hear yourself think. Spring can't come 
soon enough. But what the ... 
Sebastian and Frederic enter, laughing. 
FREDERIC 
Sebastian claims that Agatha has made a shrine to General Falsen's soul in her bathroom. 
Did you know that, Hugo? 
HUGO 
No. You could always go find out. 
SEBASTIAN 
I adore your sister, Hugo, but you can't exactly call her tantalizing. Especially for a 
spoiled young buck like Frederic. 
HUGO 
That's not what I meant. And you know it. 
SEBASTIAN 
I'm sorry. After making enough jokes, one always ends up making jokes in bad taste. 
Frederic has drawn near to Eleanor, still seated on Hugo S chair. He holds out his hand. 
FREDERIC 
I'd like to steal you. 
ELEANOR 
Excuse me? 
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FREDERIC 
I'd like to steal you for a game of piquet. 
He laughs. He should look pompous. 
ELEANOR 
I feel exceedingly fine where I am. 
She strokes Hugo 's head. Frederic turns away. Sebastian pokes him in the back. 
SEBASTIAN 
Come on, old boy, come play a round with your pal Sebastian. Ophelia's waiting for us 
next door. 
FREDERIC 
I'd rather stay here. 
SEBASTIAN 
You're perfectly free! 
Sebastian exits. Frederic paces the room under the gaze of Hugo and Eleanor, who 
continues to pensively stroke her husband's massive head. 
FREDERIC 
This snow really will never stop! 
HUGO 
In four months. Does it seem long to you? 
FREDERIC 
Yes and no. In a way, yes ... 
HUGO 
And in another, no. That's life, dear cousin. (He bursts out laughing andputs an arm 
around Eleanor's waist) Thanks to Eleanor, the time never seems long to me. Except 
when I have to work in the fields. You should get married, once you're back in 
Stockholm. 
FREDERIC, pale 
I would have to find a woman like Eleanor. 
HUGO 
It's not easy. If you do, take care of her. Nothing else matters but "to love and be loved 
in return." It's a wise old truth. 
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ELEANOR, head lowered 
One of those wise old truths that seem so inoffensive at twenty and which become 
horrendous little by little as the days go by ... 
FREDERIC 
Why "horrendous." 
ELEANOR 
Because they really are true. And it's rare. 
FREDERIC 
I'm flattered to find myself before such a rare case. 
ELEANOR, lifting her head 
You should be flattered. 
Silence. Hugo stretches and stands. 
HUGO 
I'm going to try to drag Agatha out of her room. Why is she sulking like this? One starts 
to wonder who is the pris ... uh. What weather .... 
He exits. 
FREDERIC 
It's strange, here, these sudden cruelties. It's one of the rare things, actually, for which 
Hugo has a certain finesse: cruelty ... 
ELEANOR 
Hugo knows nothing. 
FREDERIC 
I've just had the proof. He thinks I'm a fool, and in love with you. And he's right, 
because it's foolish to love you. Except I know it. Eleanor, my darling, I'm a young man 
who annoys you, who also happens to come to you at night. You don't care either way. 
ELEANOR 
I don't care much either way, it's true, but I don't like that you constantly try to 
compromise me in fiont of Hugo. 
FREDERIC, sarcastic 
You're afraid? 
ELEANOR 
Yes. 
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SEBASTIAN, returning 
Eleanor, stop saying yes to this young man. No mistake, Ophelia cheats far too much. 
I've had no choice but to notice. And she pulls cards out of her sleeves ... Where could 
she have read that that was done? 
Eleanor and Frederic exchange a lingering look. She smiles at him slowly and he walks 
over to her, takes her hand and kisses it. 
ELEANOR 
Let's go out on the veranda. You'll see the snow on the Teal's Hill. 
He kisses her hand again and they exit. Sebastian 's expression throughout the scene 
should be comical. 
HUGO, returning 
Agatha is mad. Where is Eleanor? 
SEBASTIAN 
She went to see "the snow" with Frederic. It's fairly creative ... 
Hugo comes up to him and grabs him by the collar. 
HUGO 
Imbecile. Do you think I would stand her deceiving me for even a second? I would kill 
him. What are you thinking? 
SEBASTIAN 
That you're ripping my Louis XV cravat, and that it's all very tragic. 
HUGO 
I've had it up to here with your allusions and your smiles, with you and with that young 
imbecile. 
SEBASTIAN 
Frederic is, indeed, a young imbecile. But it's nothing to do with me, my dear brother-in- 
law. So he imagines that Eleanor likes him.. . so what? There's a certain kind of man 
like that, with an imagination more unbridled than his actions. 
HUGO 
That's rich coming from you. You left some rather scandalous stories behind you in 
Stockholm, and.. . 
SEBASTIAN 
Yes, well ... I was never really known as a Casanova, alas! ... I always needed to test 
certain theories, never the same ones, and I had to keep changing subjects, that's all. 
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HUGO, sniggering 
What kind of theories? 
SEBASTIAN 
Not the kind you're thinking of, dear man. Theories about happiness, life, truly knowing 
one another.. . serious stuff. 
HUGO 
Ha-ha ... and which did you decide upon in the end? 
SEBASTIAN, with aversion 
Why, none of them ... There wasn't one that turned out to be possible. (Angry) Could 
you tell me what I'd be doing here otherwise ... If I had the slightest idea what my life 
might mean? Here, playing the living-dead, grinning hideously like a stiff. .. Hrnm? 
HUGO, stupefied 
But, old boy, I had no idea you were in such ... uh, such bad shape. Take care of the 
estate with me ... 
SEBASTIAN, smiling 
I was joking, Hugo. Do you know me? I read a bad book last night, a sad one. So go 
find me Eleanor before she smiles too much at that dandy. 
HUGO 
If he touches her, I'll strangle him ... 
SEBASTIAN 
That you would.. . 
Hugo lets go of him and heads for the veranda. 
SEBASTIAN 
Extraordinary ... The blindness of husbands is extraordinary. And their muscle-power as 
well. (He shakes himseF) That imbecile could have hurt me. What can I do if my sister 
is an adulteress ... Am I right? 
OPHELIA, having entered the room 
Why are you so red? Are you ashamed? 
SEBASTIAN 
Shame makes me pale. And why would I be ashamed? 
OPHELIA 
For saying that I was cheating. 
She cries. 
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SEBASTIAN 
Oh God, what a family! No, my darling, you weren't cheating. How could you cheat 
with that little heart of yours, so proper, so child-like ... 
OPHELIA 
All you had to do was not look in my sleeves. (She sobs.) Otherwise, for me, piquet's no 
fwn at all. 
SEBASTIAN 
Don't cry. I'm going to teach you a game for which you have to cheat. Hear that? "You 
have to." Like in life, basically. Disappear, here they come... disappear. 
Enter Hugo, Eleanor, and Frederic. 
SEBASTIAN 
Well then, you found them! You needn't have panicked. 
HUGO 
I never panic. 
SEBASTIAN, to Eleanor 
Imagine that your husband, not finding you here, grabbed me by the tie and shook me 
like a... like a miserable runt, which I am, alas ... 
Heavy silence. 
SEBASTIAN 
You don't believe me? No, but it's true. Here, Frederic, feel these biceps. (He offers his 
arm) Nothing, you see, nothing. Some bones, perhaps, a bit of flesh, some pallid blood, a 
bit of skin to hold it together ... That's all. 
Frederic doesn't move. 
SEBASTIAN 
You don't want to feel? You prefer my sister's biceps? 
HUGO 
What did you say? 
SEBASTIAN 
Dear man, in this case, there are only two alternatives: either you heard me and you grab 
my collar and shake me again, or you heard nothing and everything is fine. Besides, I 
never repeat myself. 
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ELEANOR 
It's well known that Sebastian likes to pour gas on a fire. Especially when the fire is 
imaginary. 
FREDERIC, saccharine 
Imaginary? 
Hugo looh at him, takes a step forward, then shrugs and exits, slamming the door. 
SEBASTIAN 
What an ambiance. .. What a marvelous ambiance.. . 
FREDERIC, lightly 
I fear Hugo and I might soon be at each other's throats. 
SEBASTIAN 
I fear he might get to your throat first. 
FREDERIC, to Eleanor 
It would be a fine death. 
ELEANOR, beside herself 
Don't say such stupid things. And besides, you know nothing about death. 
FREDERIC 
Why do you say that? 
ELEANOR 
Because you know nothing about anything. You know nothing about life, first of all. 
SEBASTIAN 
Does he at least know something about love? 
ELEANOR, coldly 
Yes, thankfully: that would be the cherry on top. 
She exits. Sebastian bursts out laughing. 
SEBASTIAN 
Well then, there you are: a bit slow, but good in bed ... 
FREDERIC, furious 
Not as good as you, I suppose. 
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SEBASTIAN 
Were we in Stockholm, I could find some means of comparison. But understand that 
here, between my sister, my ... uh ... cousin, and Agatha ... 
FREDERIC, slowly 
I'm not so sure. 
SEBASTIAN, serious 
I forbid you, dear man, to insinuate anything whatsoever on Agatha's honor, or 
Ophelia's, besides. 
FREDERIC 
I'm not talking about them. 
SEBASTIAN 
And so? Who then? You're blushing? Say it ... (Cajolind Say it, my dear little Frederic, 
dare to say what you're thinking ... 
FREDERIC 
I'm not thinking anything. And you disgust me... 
SEBASTIAN 
You disgust me as well. Stupidity is like dirty ears, I detest it. 
FREDERIC 
It's not your ears that seem dirty to me. 
SEBASTIAN 
Well then too bad. Anyway, you exhaust me! You are young, and youth is odious in 
private company, so erratic and imprudent. You like to strut around, don't you, in front 
of Hugo? You think you're so clever? Well it's going to catch up to you, dear man, and 
fast, very fast. 
FREDERIC 
I could care less about Hugo. Hugo is a good-natured oaf, and I don't believe in his 
peasant craftiness. 
SEBASTIAN 
You'll believe in it. You'll believe in it before I believe in your craftiness at all. And 
what's more, Hugo has something you don't, and me neither: he's a strong man. 
FREDERIC 
A strong man? You mean muscle-mass? 
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SEBASTIAN 
No, no. Hugo does what he wants, he has what he wants and he wants nothing more. Do 
you have a better definition of a strong man? 
FREDERIC 
It's not exactly what women are after. 
SEBASTIAN 
Women, perhaps not, but my sister, perhaps so. By the way, Frederic, who gave you the 
tip-off about Eleanor? 
FREDERIC 
The tip-off! What tip-off! 
SEBASTIAN 
Come on... a young and brilliant Swede doesn't come bury himself in his lordly cousin's 
castle if someone hasn't sung the praises of the lady? Hm? Who was it? Eric? 
FREDERIC 
If you must know, I heard about your sister from Bjord Elsen. He was a guest here, I 
believe? 
SEBASTIAN 
Yes, he got away. I hope you'll have his luck. 
He exits, leaving Frederic astonished. Ophelia reappears andputs a hand on his 
shoulder. 
OPHELIA 
You're thinking, right? 
FREDERIC 
Yes. 
She gives him a compassionate look. 
FREDENC 
What's wrong? It isn't that distressing to think, you know. 
Ophelia lifts her eyes to the heavens andjoins her hands. 
OPHELIA 
Oh God, how young, how oblivious. 
FREDERIC, vexed 
Coming from you, that could be almost flattering. 
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OPHELIA 
Don't be upset, my friend. I love you too much, that's all. 
FREDERIC 
Excuse me? 
OPHELIA 
I love you because you are young and handsome and a bit silly ... That's all. And then I 
have to say that a new face makes a nice change. 
FREDERIC 
I know. I'm an excellent distraction. 
OPHELIA 
Oh, yes ... oh indeed ... 
FREDERIC 
It's not up to you to tell me. 
OPHELIA 
So young, how sad ... ! Oh cruel fate, as Agatha would say. Can I give you a kiss, 
Frederic? 
He looks confused. She moves toward him. 
OPHELIA 
Well? I meant "on the mouth." 
FREDERIC 
No. 
OPHELIA 
No, what? 
FREDERIC 
No! Not on the mouth. 
OPHELIA 
But it's no fun, otherwise. 
FREDERIC 
I don't feel like laughing. 
OPHELIA 
That, I can understand. But don't get discouraged. You can escape, sometimes. 
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FREDERIC 
What do you mean? 
OPHELIA 
Oh God, if you knew? 
FREDERIC 
If I knew what? 
OPHELIA 
What they're going to do to you ... Oh God ... 
FREDERIC 
What would you have them do to me? And who? 
OPHELIA 
The others. They're going to frighten you, first, and then kill you, maybe. Oh God ... 
FREDERIC, impatient 
Kill me, but this is the twentieth century, despite all the lace. And if Sebastian is looking 
for a fight ... 
OPHELIA 
There's Hugo, too. He sure killed me. 
Silence. 
FREDERIC 
You'd better go have a lie down. 
OPHELIA 
He had invited everyone to my funeral. My mother was crying, crying ... 
FREDERIC, kindly 
Why yes, why yes; calm, now. 
OPHELIA, gathering steam 
And my brother was crying, too. Behind an empty coffin, that's the stupid thing. 
FREDERIC 
An empty coffin? 
OPHELIA 
Certainly, empty. I wasn't inside, no, since I'm here talking to you. 
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FREDERIC 
Of course. But.. . 
OPHELIA, severe 
You ought to be logical here, you know. 
FREDERIC 
Where were you then? 
OPHELIA 
Why, in my room. Double locked. And as soon as someone comes along, whoops! 
They put me back in. Except now, when I escaped. 
FREDERIC 
And why, may I ask? Why do all that? 
OPHELIA 
Because I was in Hugo's way. You understand, he was crazy for Eleanor, and the 
Falsens never divorce. It was Agatha who said that. 
FREDERIC 
And? 
OPHELIA 
I'm Hugo's first wife. I played with you at the park in Stockholm. You don't remember? 
I was called Matilda. Matilda Nielsen. It was Sebastian who started calling me Ophelia 
when Hugo told them everything. 
FREDERIC 
They didn't know? Eleanor didn't know? 
OPHELIA 
No, of course not. She's nice, Eleanor. 
FREDERIC, sitting down 
This is insane! I remember Matilda Nielsen, of course, and her death, it was talked about 
in Stockholm. That would be you? 
OPHELIA 
You haven't seen how they try to hide me? Not anymore: they think I've gone mad, they 
think I won't say anything. They're right actually, I won't say anything to anyone, I 
promised Agatha. 
FREDERIC 
You.. .you are married to Hugo? 
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OPHELIA 
Of course. Do you want to see my wedding photos, they must be in a family album 
somewhere. Just a minute, they hide them God knows where.. . Ah-hah. 
She starts rummaging through the bookshelves andpulls out an old album with difJiculty. 
OPHELIA, laughing 
This is going to look so out of fashion to you.. . Hold on, here I am with Hugo, engaged, 
and then with Agatha, oh God! The dress I'm wearing! . ..And then there, the wedding 
day.. . Funny, isn't it.. .? 
FREDERIC 
Very funny. (He stops and thinks.) You are Hugo's wife. Hugo is a bigamist. So 
Eleanor is no one's wife at all. 
OPHELIA 
Yep.. . 
FREDERIC 
Excuse me. You've suffered a lot, Ophelia, excuse me, Matilda? 
OPHELIA 
Never call me that. You're mad, they'll kill you. 
FREDERIC 
Answer me. 
OPHELIA 
No. Why would I have suffered? Hugo was annoying me a bit, especially at night. And 
then, it makes for some company, having Eleanor and Sebastian. 
FREDERIC 
Clearly, if you think about it that way.. . 
OPHELIA 
And then, I keep busy enough; 1'11 tell you all about it. You're nice, you are. And then 
you're handsome. 
FREDERIC, embarrassed 
Thank you. . . Uh. . . 
OPHELIA 
No, really, you're very handsome. Oh! Let's see, I need to put the album away. I also 
need to go freshen up before dinner. You'll wait for me? I'm counting on you. Now 
that I've told you everything, we'll never be apart. 
She disappears, leaving Frederic alone. He paces the room jubilantly. And suddenly 
starts to laugh as the curtain falls. 
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ACT I11 
Sebastian and Eleanor onstage. 
SEBASTIAN 
Yes. Well then, if we were in Paris right now, we would be ready to go out. We'd be 
oiling our guns. 
ELEANOR 
We'd walk arm-in-arm into Maxim's, or a nightclub. We'd say a distracted hello to some 
friends. .. like this. .. 
SEBASTIAN 
I'd seem very much in love with you. They'd give us troubled looks. "You know, that's 
Eleanor Von Milhem, the one who ruined poor Cliquot. With her brother. It appears that 
they're together, I guess that kind of thing passes in Sweden ... And blahblahblah and 
bleebleebleee ..." 
ELEANOR 
We'd laugh and laugh ... We'd seek out a face, I'd suggest a young woman, you'd 
grimace., . I'd watch a man thoughtfully sometimes.. . 
SEBASTIAN 
And then we'd go dancing ... There would be lots of music, and faces full of longing, and 
exchanged smiles. I adore Paris. 
ELEANOR 
And at dawn, we'd head home. The two or the four of us. Up until the very end, we'd let 
them hope for a little orgy. 
SEBASTIAN 
Which wouldn't happen. Or else we'd have lost each other, and whoever came home last 
would tell the other everything. And we'd drink pink champagne to wake up. You'd 
say, "I'm old, mad, and ugly." That would be dawn. 
ELEANOR 
And you'd say, "I'm a debauched, useless parasite." 
SEBASTIAN 
How happy we'd be ... Meanwhile, our little chicken, Frederic, seems just about cooked. 
He's madly in love, he's raising his hackles, he's prancing about. My God, when I think 
that I could have looked like that at his age ... the ladies' man... Satisfied, amused, 
reticent, but dashing all the same, a hand in his hair from time to time, fatigued by his 
own virili ty... blegh. 
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ELEANOR 
You know, he's not so sure of himself. At night (if you'll excuse your sister these 
boudoir details) he's more imploring, desperate to please ... 
SEBASTIAN 
It's time to put our little game into play. Hugo is already getting irritated. He turns 
purple now and again. The Falsen blood clouds his vision, his nostrils flare, his teeth 
clench: it's a delicious sight. But your little boy is a bit nonchalant for my taste. 
ELEANOR 
He'll take fright fast, now. Leave it to me. 
SEBASTIAN 
It's my favorite moment, when the fear starts, when you provoke them, when they're 
ashamed, when Hugo starts to stare ... 
Enter Frederic. 
FREDERIC 
In the end, I like this snow. It's a bit heavy perhaps, but quite poetic. 
ELEANOR 
You're looking quite wound-up, my little Frederic. And quite pleased, recently. 
FREDERIC 
I can't deny it. 
ELEANOR 
You whistle through your teeth, you consider everyone with a sort of irony, and even the 
snow seems to make you light-hearted. 
FREDERIC 
The snow will end someday. And on that day ... 
ELEANOR 
On that day, you'll leave. Your cheerfulness seems a bit disobliging. 
FREDERIC 
Why? Since you'll be leaving with me. 
SEBASTIAN 
Ah, youth! Impudent youth! 
Hugo appears at the balcony. The others do not see him. 
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ELEANOR 
May I remind you that I am married, my dear friend. 
FREDERIC 
May I remind you that you are not, dear friend. 
SEBASTIAN 
What's come over you? 
FREDEFUC, didactic 
A marriage is only valid when both partners are free. Hugo being Ophelia's husband in 
the eyes of the law and of the community, you happen to be free. 1'11 take you away with 
me. Since Hugo is a nice enough boy, I won't say anything to anyone. He'll look like a 
poor abandoned husband instead of a bigamist and a jailer. 
SEBASTIAN, floored 
What is this nonsense? You're listening to Ophelia's rambling, now? 
FREDERIC 
I believe in family photos, dear Sebastian. They are insufficiently hidden. 
ELEANOR 
You're mad. 
FREDERIC 
Eleanor, you have been the victim of Hugo and of the Falsens' very particular sense of 
scandal. I'll take you away with me. 
SEBASTIAN 
A charming plan! Where will you live in Stockholm? 
FREDERIC , 
Copenhagen Boulevard. Why? 
SEBASTIAN 
I detest that neighborhood. And since I follow my sister everywhere ... 
FREDERIC 
That won't be necessary. 
SEBASTIAN 
But my mother entrusted her to me! 
He bursts out laughing. 
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ELEANOR 
This is no time to laugh. So, you imagine, my little detective, that Hugo will shake you 
by the hand, apologize, and let me go? 
FREDERIC 
He has no choice, it seems to me: my silence in exchange for his. 
SEBASTIAN 
Well then ... here things become complicated. Truly, Ophelia talks far too much. 
FREDERIC 
It's better this way. All this uncertainty was becoming tiresome. I'll talk to Hugo 
tomorrow. 
ELEANOR 
You'll do no such thing. 
FREDERIC 
Why not? 
ELEANOR 
If you talk to Hugo, I will never speak to you again. Besides, you wouldn't hear me: 
you'd be dead. 
FREDERIC 
Listen, Eleanor, this is the twentieth century. Truly, everyone seems to forget that in this 
house. 
ELEANOR 
Look at your shirt and see what century this is. You should have understood. I'm telling 
you myself that Hugo will kill you. And on the off chance he doesn't kill you, I myself 
will never speak to you again. Have you understood me? 
She exits. 
SEBASTIAN 
It's inconceivable that anyone could be so stupid! You think a man who imprisons his 
first wife, for whom he feels a vague affection, would hesitate to eliminate a distant 
cousin who irritates him? 
FREDERIC 
And the police? They exist, no? 
SEBASTIAN 
There should be a policeman, in fact, six kilometers from here. His wife has worked at 
the castle for twenty years. What's more, he has permission to hunt on the grounds. 
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FREDERIC 
And in Stockholm? You think you can buy the city police with three rabbits? 
SEBASTIAN 
If you knew how far Stockholm is fiom here ... and how much snow is piled up between 
US ... 
FREDERIC 
So, you think it's just fine, do you, that your sister is Hugo's concubine along with his 
poor, deranged little wife? 
SEBASTIAN 
No insults, please. As for the rest, my sister likes it here. And Hugo loves her. If he had 
humiliated her in some way, I would have killed him. From behind, given his strength. 
No, my dear Frederic, believe me: keep quiet. When the snows are over, when you are 
able to leave, you can decide. But don't you realize? If you talk? What the ambiance 
here will be like? It will be odious. And you will alienate Eleanor definitively. She 
keeps her word, in general. 
FREDERIC 
I have to think. 
SEBASTIAN 
If you actually manage to do so, it would be for the best. Come with me. We'll go talk 
with Eleanor. 
They exit. Hugo comes downstairs slowly, step by step. Then suddenly starts pounding 
on the walls with all his strength. Enter Agatha. 
AGATHA 
Now who is beating the walls like that ... One would think us under attack by Danish 
cannons, my word! 
HUGO 
Agatha ... Just who I need. We need to talk. 
AGATHA 
In any case, nothing justifies these furious blows. You are quick to anger, my brother, 
but our fathers' castle deserves your respect. 
HUGO, yelling 
Are you done? 
AGATHA, jumping 
Speak. 
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HUGO 
That imbecile, uh ... Frederic ... he knows. 
AGATHA 
He knows what? 
HUGO, yelling 
About Ophelia. 
AGATHA, jumping 
Now don't yell like that. What's wrong with Ophelia? 
HUGO, very softly 
I married her, ten years ago. That boy knows. That's what. 
AGATHA 
Oh! ... How dreadful. And who told him? 
HUGO 
She did, doubtless. 
AGATHA 
You think so? But she had sworn to me she wouldn't tell him anything. 
HUGO 
She must have told him that, too. 
AGATHA 
What? 
HUGO, yelling 
That she had sworn to you. 
AGATHA 
I knew this would happen. And the Falsen name will be soiled forever ... Ah, ye gods 
who decide your creatures' fates, wherever you may be ... 
HUGO, yelling 
Are you done? 
AGATHA 
What are we going to do? 
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HUGO 
That little cretin thinks he's going to leave with Eleanor, in which case he won't say 
anything. 
AGATHA 
Well, then ... Well, then ... if he truly swears not to ... 
HUGO 
What? 
AGATHA 
I mean... if Eleanor persuades him to keep quiet ... 
HUGO 
Are you mad or just vicious? Eleanor is mine, only mine. 
AGATHA 
I forbid you to call me mad. Or vicious, besides. Ophelia is also yours, only yours, after 
all. 
HUGO 
Let's not bicker. That boy has to keep quiet. We must be assured of his silence. 
AGATHA, sententious 
There is but one true silence: that of death. 
HUGO 
Why do you say that? 
AGATHA, astonished 
It was one of General Falsen's favorite axioms. 
HUGO 
He was right. 
AGATHA 
Always. (Jumping) What? What do you mean? 
They look at each other. 
HUGO 
That, or the Falsen family honor, Agatha. You understand. 
AGATHA 
Yes, but, but ... 
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HUGO 
Where is my revolver? 
AGATHA 
But you're mad, Hugo ... The police ... his parents ... 
HUGO 
Be quiet! 
He paces the room, thinking. 
AGATHA, at the window 
Do you not find the season especially bitter, these days? Have you seen how the weather 
is turned upside down ... The springs have become rainy, the sun shines in autumn, it's 
beyond comprehension ... What a worry for our crops ... I wonder what could be causing 
it ... ? 
Hugo doesn't respond. 
AGATHA 
Hugo, I'm talking to you! Hugo! 
HUGO, yelling 
What? 
AGATHA 
I was talking to you. 
HUGO 
Yeah, about what? 
AGATHA, disconcerted 
Well ... uh ... the weather these days ... 
HUGO 
Now is the time. Now really is the time. Are you mad? The weather ... these days ... But, 
I have an idea, Agatha, a very good idea. .. 
AGATHA 
Really? Let's go to my room, someone's coming. I feel like I'm thirteen again, how 
delicious. You remember our little schemes, when Mother was after us and... 
They exit. Enter Sebastian and Eleanor. 
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SEBASTIAN 
Just great. I've never seen such an idiot. He's going to blow our little game right out of 
the water. 
ELEANOR 
I think he understood. He won't talk. 
SEBASTIAN 
I guess we'll find out. You, you keep him from talking by piling on tenderness. Me, I'll 
keep watch. 
ELEANOR 
You, you'll neutralize Ophelia. 
SEBASTIAN 
What do you mean, neutralize? You want me to lock her up? 
He laughs. 
ELEANOR 
Pay attention to her. 
SEBASTIAN 
But I do. We play cards like two lunatics or two grown-up children. 
ELEANOR 
She's past the age for cards. 
SEBASTIAN 
That's all that she likes. 
ELEANOR 
How do you play cards? 
SEBASTIAN 
How? Well, sitting, if that's what you mean. 
ELEANOR 
Well then, woo her. 
SEBASTIAN 
And how does one woo? 
ELEANOR 
Lying down. 
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SEBASTIAN 
Are you sure about this? 
ELEANOR, curtsying 
My dear brother, there is nothing in life, or even in love, that I can tell you for sure. 
Sebastian returns her curtsy. They look at each other and burst out laughing. 
SEBASTIAN 
Right! So we're agreed. In the name of our domestic tranquility, you'll persuade 
Frederic to holster his threats and keep playing the bashful lover. As for me, the poor 
brother-in-law of a sadistic bigamist, as Frederic would say, I'll seduce, in every sense of 
the word, my first sister-in-law, that is, Ophelia. Are you sure there isn't any 
consanguinity between us? I'm confused, by now. 
ELEANOR, discouraged 
I admit that this winter will be harsher than others ... It was more fun before. That 
Ophelia is a little monkey. 
SEBASTIAN 
Not one word about my fiancee, if you please. (He cups his face in his hands.) Oh God, 
1'11 have to woo her by making jokes, bed her by playing cards, what do I know? What 
fantastical intrigue am I slipping into now? Eleanor, Eleanor, I would so love to be pure, 
Eleanor, pure with the clear and tender eyes of soulful creatures, you know, Eleanor, 
certain beings who have laid down all their arms, or rather never had any besides this 
look, this look that seeks nothing base, nothing laughable, nowhere, this look I've seen 
maybe twice and which drove me mad with envy ... 
ELEANOR 
That's the look of lunatics, actually, my darling. You're having your mystic crisis a bit 
earlier than usual, this year. 
SEBASTIAN 
It's not the look of lunatics, it's the look of the tenderhearted. A lost race, the 
tenderhearted, or almost: nothing to gain, nothing to lose, not a clever word. But us, 
we'll end up mad, my dear, and for good. Uncle Jan... 
ELEANOR 
I detest these discussions. 
She heads for the door. 
SEBASTIAN 
Think about it: genetics, climate, solitude, and our little games ... (She slams the door.) I'll 
teach you to mock the tenderhearted.. . 
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Enter Frederic 
FREDERIC 
You're talking to yourself? What's going on? I passed Eleanor, she didn't even look at 
me. 
SEBASTIAN 
Oh no? Well then, let me take a look at you myself. No, you don't look at all 
tenderhearted. Soft, at the very best. And then, you're calculating, you concoct 
ridiculous little schemes. Do you want something to drink? A schnapps? 
He hands him a glass. 
FREDERIC 
What do you mean by tenderhearted? 
SEBASTIAN 
I'm not going to start all over. 
FREDERIC 
You'd hardly be one to know, besides? 
SEBASTIAN 
I've met some, I almost was one. 
FREDERIC, sneering 
And suddenly someone stomped on your heart, and destroyed your faith in humanity ... ? 
SEBASTIAN 
Not even... But we live in corrupt times, dear man. Have some pride, a little money, a 
little sensuality, and you're made. Done for. Isn't this schnapps delicious? When I drink 
a lot of it, I feel tenderhearted again, in fact, stuttering and tenderhearted: I can love! I'd 
love even you. Only, I usually happen upon a chambermaid and set about loving her, too, 
with a violence. 
He starts to laugh andpours another drink. Frederic watches him. 
FREDERIC 
Underneath it all, you're just maladjusted. 
Sebastian whistles with admiration and bows. 
SEBASTIAN 
Oh, what a nice name! Just for me. You've struck it right on the nerve. How, oh how 
can I thank you? Here I am, cured: I know what's been wrong with me the last thirty 
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years: I'm maladjusted. You'll excuse me if I take the bottle with me, I'm going to 
celebrate this one alone. Oh! No, pardon me, with Ophelia. 
He exits. 
Gunther, the old servant, enters with a bundle of logs. He puts a log in the stove. He 
should look completely unintelligent. Enter Agatha, on tiptoe. 
AGATHA, whispering 
Gunther . . . 
GUNTHER 
She calls for me? 
AGATHA 
There's no one lurking about? 
GUNTHER 
No. There's her and me. 
AGATHA 
Gunther, when I told you for the thousandth time that you should address me in the third 
person singular, I meant "madam." Not "her." 
GUNTHER 
Right. 
AGATHA 
Gunther, I'm going to speak to you as a friend. For the first time, doubtless, in thirty 
years. 
GUNTHER, astonished 
She's certainly free. It's not me who'll spout my mouth about it. 
AGATHA, solemnly 
Gunther, you're devoted to me, are you not? And to our household? And to my brother, 
Hugo? 
GUNTHER 
I love them both as if they were my family. She knows it well. 
AGATHA 
Yes, she knows. She has a mission for you, Gunther, you must listen to her. 
GUNTHER 
Let her speak. 
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AGATHA 
Let her speak. 
They both fall silent, looking limp. 
AGATHA, irritated 
She is me! You understand, Gunther. How irritating it is, this mania of yours! There's 
always three of us. 
GUNTHER 
I don't understand it. If I say "she" to her, she is not happy and she calls me "fiiend" all 
of a sudden after thirty years ... At my age, that's frightening.' 
AGATHA 
Gunther ... let us come to the point. You have a role to play, and luckily, it's a passive 
one. 
GUNTHER 
I'll have to speak? 
AGATHA 
No. Mr. Hugo is going to go down to the cellar soon: you will be there. 
GUNTHER 
Right. 
AGATHA 
Mr. Hugo will tell you what to do. You will obey. Afterward, you will hide in the 
servants' quarters. No one must see you. 
GUNTHER 
What is she going to say? 
AGATHA 
Since I'm the one asking you ... 
GUNTHER 
I wasn't talking about her, I was talking about my wife. 
AGATHA 
Right, really! Now there are four of us! Tell her everything. She alone. So, you've 
understood? 
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GUNTHER 
Yes. I go to the cellar. Mr. Hugo, he comes and he tells me what to do. And afterwards 
I hide like Mrs. Ophelia did. 
AGATHA 
Hide better, will you. Thank you, Gunther. I knew you would ask no questions and that 
you would obey us blindly. Thank you, in the name of the Falsen family, she shakes you 
by the hand. (They shake hands.) Thank you, my brave Gunther, you may go. Go to the 
cellar, now. 
Gunther exits. Enter Eleanor, Frederic, Sebastian, and Ophelia, with a gramophone, 
which they immediately put to use. Frederic and Eleanor start to waltz. 
AGATHA, s tmy 
Must I ceaselessly recall you to order and decency. Are you aware that today is the 
hundredth anniversary of the battle of Eningen? And that our ancestor, General Falsen, 
did die there? 
SEBASTIAN 
I fear he may have survived. 
AGATHA 
Which is to say? 
SEBASTIAN 
I mean to say that we have found an excellent distraction, the waltz, and that the death of 
a general is a small price to pay for such a windfall. 
AGATHA 
Eleanor, will you stop this strange device? 
She points to the recordplayer. 
ELEANOR 
I cannot, dear Agatha, it works by electricity, it's unstoppable. 
AGATHA 
I've counseled you often enough to give up on these new manias. Will it last for days, 
then, this music? 
SEBASTIAN 
As long as the snows. 
Agatha exits. 
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FREDERIC 
Let's waltz, Eleanor.. . 
They waltz tenderly. 
SEBASTIAN 
Ophelia dances like an angel. If only we had a tango ... But that would be the death of 
Agatha. 
Hugo enters. Disheveled. 
HUGO 
Where did this record player come from? 
SEBASTIAN 
It's a gramophone, alas! Ophelia found it in the attic. She's a real pearl, Ophelia. My 
dear Hugo, I don't understand you at all. 
HUGO 
That's fine. I'm going to chop some wood. 
He exits. The others continue to waltz. 
SEBASTIAN 
You're not afraid your husband will wear himself out chopping wood like that. He must 
be dead, come bedtime ... 
FREDERIC 
You're going to be quiet! 
SEBASTIAN 
I didn't say anything, dear man, but really, what can you be thinking? Hugo has always 
been a dutiful husband and conscientiously fulfilled all his conjugal duties. Well, half of 
them, at least, because poor Ophelia ... That lovemaking puts him in a deep sleep-and 
that my sister has a solid enough constitution to come find you immediately afterward-I 
can only congratulate you. But face the facts: you're second, the second, daily ... 
FREDERIC 
That's enough, Sebastian. You hear me, that's enough. 1'11 leave here with Eleanor. 
And nothing will stop me. She's a free woman, isn't she? 
SEBASTIAN 
Free? But you're mad, good man. With a brother like myself, one is never free. Is that 
not so, Eleanor? 
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ELEANOR 
I'm not listening, I'm waltzing. 
FREDERIC 
But really, what's wrong with you, Sebastian? Are you so in love with your sister? 
SEBASTIAN 
I was. And she was, too. We went everywhere together: Paris, Stockholm, London. We 
made a handsome couple, besides, rather scandalous. Do you remember, Eleanor? To 
our love.. . 
He throws his glass on the ground andpours himselfanother. 
FREDERIC 
Eleanor? Is it true? 
ELEANOR 
Really, Frederic, can't you see he's been drinking? Let's waltz. 
SEBASTIAN 
That's right, waltz, little waltzing cousin. That's your role. My sister is quite the liar, it's 
the least of her faults. How spent you the summer? The ant asked the waltzing woman. 
Have you read La Fontaine, Frederic? 
ELEANOR 
Sebastian, stop drinking and raving. Or 1'11 hit you. 
FREDERIC 
I'd be happy to lend a hand. 
SEBASTIAN 
If you hit me, 1'11 tell Hugo everything. You should never hit a coward. And I'm a 
coward, thank God. I irritate people so much, if I fought them every time, I'd be in 
pieces. 
OPHELIA 
You're going to fight? That would be hn!  
SEBASTIAN 
Silence, little monster. Don't forget that you love your old Sebastian ... 
ELEANOR 
Sebasti an... Are you drunk? Why are you so odious? 
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SEBASTIAN 
I am drunk, but I am not odious. Me too, I'm infuriated by this rascal. His enamored 
airs, strutting like Don Quixote. We can't have fun anymore, we have to pamper him. 
And all because the gentleman has uncovered an unfortunate bigamy ... And you, with 
your languid smile, and this lewd waltzing ... Blegh ... You're letting yourself slip, darling, 
if you ask me. 
ELEANOR 
You asked for it. 
She slaps him. They fight. 
FREDERIC 
Let go of her. You hear me... Really, Eleanor. 
He tries in vain to separate them. Enter Agatha. 
AGATHA 
Now what are these shouts? You two are real hooligans. Ow! But you're going to kill 
each other! Who just kicked me? Really, Frederic, separate them. Or no, go find Hugo, 
rather. He's in the cellar, and besides he wanted to see you. 
Frederic runs out. The others stop fighting. 
SEBASTIAN 
You scratched me. Are you mad? You should never scratch in a fair fight. 
ELEANOR, laughing 
You tore my cuff. At least that sobered you up a bit. What came over you? 
SEBASTIAN 
Nothing. A flash of irritation. The boy obsesses me, for that reason. 
ELEANOR 
Strange obsession. 
OPHELIA 
Obsession, passion, dragon, donjon, plankton, ton ... Shall we play? You know, words 
that end with "on." 
SEBASTIAN 
Listen to her too long, and you'll end up a child again. It might be for the best, besides. 
Are you in pain, Agatha? 
Agatha is seated, holding her leg, looking digniJied. 
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AGATHA 
I'm suffering with dignity, yes. 
SEBASTIAN 
Good to hear, that must be a great deal less painful. 
The door opens. Enter Frederic, haggard. 
FREDERIC 
Hugo ... Hugo has just killed a man.. . 
SEBASTIAN 
What? Who? 
FREDERIC 
He was beating him relentlessly with a stick, in the cellar, like an animal, it was 
horrible.. . 
He hides his face in his hands; the others look at one another in consternation. 
ELEANOR 
Are you sure? You're mad, Frederic. 
FREDERIC 
Mad, yes, it was enough to drive you mad ... He's a monster, a horrible monster. He kept 
beating ... Ah! ... I have to leave ... 
SEBASTIAN 
I'll go. (He heads for the door.) Ah! Then again, no, I'm not going. First of all, who 
was the other man? 
FREDERIC 
Old Gunther. Never will I forget that sight! 
AGATHA 
Hugo, go after old Gunther! It's incomprehensible! 
FREDERIC 
I'm telling you that he killed him. 
AGATHA 
My God ... My poor brother ... He must be having another one of his attacks! 
ELEANOR 
Come, Agatha. We have to go see. 
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They exit. 
FREDERIC 
Never will I forget. .. 
SEBASTIAN 
Are you sure that he killed him? 
FREDERIC 
He must have. Those blows ... and blows ... howling with anger all the while. It was 
horrendous. 
SEBASTIAN, stupefied 
Tranquil Hugo? Why didn't you intervene? (Silence. They look at each other. Lightly:) 
Listen, I understand you completely. 
Enter Hugo, Eleanor, and Agatha. On Hugo's back, Gunther S corpse. 
ELEANOR 
Lay him out, darling. 
HUGO 
I don't know ... I don't understand what came over me ... 
He looks overwhelmed by himselJ: 
ELEANOR 
We'll save him. I promise. 
HUGO 
I'm going to take him to his wife. She'll bury him. 
Hugo exits, carrying Gunther S body. Eleanor follows him. 
SEBASTIAN 
So it's come to this ... 
AGATHA 
Poor Gunther. Apparently, his work was very bad ... Hugo became angry, he had a stick, 
you know how he is ... 
FREDERIC 
This is a habit of his? 
He is wan. 
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SEBASTIAN 
Pull yourself together, dear man. No roses without thorns ... I'll concede that these ones 
are large. 
FREDERIC 
And this snow ... This snow... 
He slumps against the window. 
AGATHA 
Everything is going to return to order. Poor mother, if she understood all this? 
She l o o k  toward the chair and bonnet. 
FREDERIC 
What am I going to do? 
SEBASTIAN 
Stay right there. Wait for the snow to end. 
AGATHA 
Forgive my brother, dear Frederic, for his odious excesses. Know that I you are 
guaranteed of my hospitality and that, while I live, you will have a table and a bed in this 
house. 
She exits. 
SEBASTIAN 
She didn't specify which bed. 
OPHELIA 
Hugo was all red. 
SEBASTIAN 
Yes, my dear. He had a fight with a man. 
OPHELIA 
That's why Frederic is afraid ... ? 
FREDERIC 
I'm not afraid ... (They look at him in silence. Yelling.) I love her. And I'm not afraid, 
you hear me, I'm not afraid ... 
SEBASTIAN 
I couldn't say as much. 
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ACT IV 
Eleanor and Frederic onstage. They are reading. 
FREDERIC 
Where are you now? 
ELEANOR 
"And then Malcolm brought his burning face to hers, crimson with desire." 
FREDERIC 
That's as far as you've gone? 
ELEANOR 
I never go further. 
FREDERIC 
Why not? 
ELEANOR 
I know what happens next. 
FREDERIC 
You've already read it? 
ELEANOR 
No. I can guess. For example, when you bring your flushed face to mine, dear Frederic, 
what do you think happens next? 
FREDERIC, uncomfortable 
Obviously. 
ELEANOR 
Unless, of course, you hear Hugo's footsteps. In which case your face goes slack, pales, 
and quickly pulls away. And then it's just a matter of waiting for the next time your 
face ... etc. 
FREDERIC 
I imagine not all novels resemble our current situation. 
ELEANOR 
More or less. In this one, at the point where I am, there's naught but his death that might 
stop them. 
FREDERIC, pinched 
How funny.. . 
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ELEANOR 
No, the embrace appears inevitable. And I detest descriptions of lovemaking. And so 
I'm going for a walk. That's to say a stroll around the battlements. Are you coming? 
FREDERIC 
Eleanor, are you really so bored when you're with me? 
ELEANOR 
A bit less so, these days. But I find you less eager to please ... Last night, you were 
trembling like a leaf. It was unpleasant. And when the door opened, you jumped so high 
you almost fell out of bed. 
FREDERIC 
Naturally, I was thinking of you. And then who opened that door? The wind? 
ELEANOR, in the doorway 
A wind named Sebastian, I suppose. 
She exits; Frederic remains alone. He reads, looking preoccupied. Sebastian enters 
behind him, and approaches on tiptoe. He puts a hand on his shoulder. Frederic jumps. 
SEBASTIAN 
Oh! 
FREDERIC 
Oh, it's you, Sebastian! You made me ... uh ... Why are you tiptoeing? 
SEBASTIAN, in a whisper 
I don't know, it's become a habit. I walk on tiptoe, I whisper, I barely breathe ... All 
animals do this, before the storm. 
FREDERIC 
Did you pass Eleanor? This castle where everyone is looking for someone... 
SEBASTIAN 
Rest assured: everyone gets found ... 
He exits again, on tiptoe, exaggeratedly. Enter Ophelia, humming. 
OPHELIA 
Have you seen Sebastian? 
FREDERIC 
You're looking for him? 
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OPHELIA 
Apparently 
FREDERIC 
Why? 
OPHELIA 
I have good news for him. An exquisite little piece of news. 
She hums to herselJ: 
FREDERIC 
What is it? And first of all, tell me... What did you try to warn me about, the other day? 
OPHELIA 
Me? I spoke to you? 
FREDERIC 
Yes. You revealed certain things to me. 
OPHELIA 
I don't remember, you know, right now, my mind's not all there. That is, it's elsewhere. 
And then Sebastian doesn't want me to talk to you. 
FREDERIC 
Why not? 
OPHELIA, gaily 
He's jealous. 
Enter Eleanor 
ELEANOR 
Ophelia ... I believe Sebastian is waiting for you in the library. 
Ophelia exits. 
ELEANOR 
There's a frightful wind in the halls ... A wind that smells like the forest, wolves, young 
men.. . 
She goes to him, gives him a lingering kiss. 
FREDERIC 
The door ... You should close the door. 
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ELEANOR 
You want me to close the door? You want me to leave you for even a second? And if I 
don't feel like kissing you anymore when I come back? 
FREDERIC 
I love you. I love you so much I no longer even have the strength to tell you. 
His head is on her shoulder. She strokes his hair. 
ELEANOR 
There. Don't tell me. Would you like for us to go to your room soon? 
FREDERIC 
Hugo ... Hugo asked me to go see him about that tractor ... 
ELEANOR 
It must be a trap. You know nothing about tractors ... Hugo knows full well. 
She laughs. 
FREDERIC 
But if I tell him I can't ... He'll try to find out what I'm doing; he'll try to find me, he ... 
ELEANOR, coldly 
Fine. Look after the tractor, then. 
FREDERIC, pleadingly 
Eleanor, please understand ... My situation isn't easy ... 
ELEANOR 
These last two weeks, you seem particularly worried. 
FREDERIC 
You have to believe me. I love you. 
She kisses him. The door creaks and slowly opens. Frederic leaps to his feet. Enter 
Se bastian. 
FREDERIC 
Oh! It's you? 
SEBASTIAN 
You sound exactly like my second wife: "Oh, it's you?" (He pretends to jump.) Hugo 
appears to be in a bad mood, this morning. 
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FREDERIC 
What's wrong with him? 
SEBASTIAN 
I don't know. You haven't seen him? He was headed this way and almost flattened me 
against the wall. 
FREDERIC, pale 
I didn't hear him. 
Eleanor starts to laugh. 
FREDERIC 
Why are you laughing? 
Eleanor continues laughing, without replying. 
SEBASTIAN 
She's cheerful. The young lady is cheerful. Thanks to you, perhaps. You don't seem 
particularly proud? 
Frederic takes a step toward him. Sebastian jumps behind an armchair. 
SEBASTIAN 
Save your strength for someone more deserving. Really, Frederic, calm down. I swear to 
you, I'm fragile ... 
Enter Hugo. Frederic stops himselJ: 
HUGO 
You're playing hide-and-seek? 
FREDERIC 
No, no. Just joking around. 
HUGO 
Are you coming? I have something to show you on the tractor. Your father was a 
renowned engineer.. . 
FREDERIC 
Indeed. He was first in his class ... 
ELEANOR 
And don't catch cold, Frederic. 
They exit. 
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SEBASTIAN, sneering 
My daddy was first in his class ... 
ELEANOR 
How cruel you are ... 
SEBASTIAN 
And you? 
ELEANOR 
With me, it's not the same... I'm also cruel to myself. .. 
SEBASTIAN 
I thought so. You've always needed a master or a servant. There are women like that. 
And between his fear and his love, you couldn't dream up a more servant-like servant. 
ELEANOR 
He's flailing ... He's flailing. And the happiest of all is Hugo. He uses him like a waiting 
woman. Poor Frederic! I adore frightening him. Hold on, I have an idea! You be Hugo 
and I'll be Frederic. (Mimicking) Dear sir, how can you be sure of your harvest with this 
weather? 
SEBASTIAN, laughing 
No, I'm Frederic. 
ELEANOR 
Why? 
SEBASTIAN 
You know full well it'd be more fun for me. 
They look at each other. She smiles. 
ELEANOR 
My dear Sebastian, I love only you. 
SEBASTIAN 
What would you say to a little trip to Paris? 
ELEANOR 
With what money? And then, Hugo is irritated enough, this winter. 
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SEBASTIAN 
Because of that little idiot ... The boy lacks lyricism, between you and me. So he dies of 
fear before your husband, fair enough, but he could at least be heroic when he's alone. I 
don't know ... he should cut off his ear and put it on your pillow like Van Gogh ... 
Anyway, enough joking around. You know, I'm far more worried than you think. 
Gunther is dead. Hugo hasn't uttered a word of remorse. What came over him? 
ELEANOR 
I don't know. He's bizarre. And this affection for Frederic ... feigned affection doubtless, 
but persistent.. . 
SEBASTIAN 
Listen, it's very strange. He locks up his first wife, kills his gardener, makes smiles at his 
wife's admirer: something's not right. 
ELEANOR 
It's true that he's behaving very badly. 
SEBASTIAN 
And that he's acting like a lunatic. 
ELEANOR 
I detest that word. 
SEBASTIAN 
And me, I fear that type. Your rustic gallant of a husband frightens me. That he frighten 
Frederic, who, my God, has allowed himself a few nights with you, I can understand. 
But me? Am I not the ideal brother-in-law? Clear conscience and all? And yet, Eleanor, 
he frightens me. 
ELEANOR 
Why no ... He sleeps like a baby. 
SEBASTIAN, irritated 
Don't give me your boudoir psychology. I'd much prefer he yell in his sleep and not kill 
his old servants, once he's awake. 
ELEANOR 
Well, Sebastian, I just don't know ... Why are you worried? Have you done something 
stupid? 
SEBASTIAN 
I don't know yet. But it seems to me that your husband is susceptible to doing far worse 
than us... And God knows ... 
Enter Frederic and Hugo. 
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HUGO 
Impossible to even reach the garage. The snow coming down even harder. I've never 
seen it like this. 
Eleanor goes to Frederic. She wipes his face with a handkerchieJ: 
FREDERIC 
Thank you. Leave it, leave it, I beg you. 1'11 dry just fine on my own... 
False laugh. 
ELEANOR 
Just let me do it. 
Enter Ophelia, knitting. She sits down in a winged chair. Sebastian motions for her to 
keep quiet, but she shrugs. 
HUGO 
She's right. You're soaked. And you're not very sturdy. You should go change. If you 
came down with pneumonia ... It would be difficult to call for a doctor ... 
OPHELIA 
That's no problem. Me, I used to be a nurse. It's a good thing, too ... 
She looks at Sebastian, who motions again for her to keep quiet. 
ELEANOR, to Frederic 
You see... Ophelia would care for you. You think I would consent to that ... 
FREDERIC, embarrassed 
It's true ... 
ELEANOR 
You're frozen ... And you are normally so warm, feverish, even ... 
She smiles at him. 
HUGO 
Perhaps he can change on his own? 
FREDERIC, precipitously 
Naturally, 1'11 go now. 
He exits. 
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HUGO 
It's unbelievable, 
tractors. (Pause.) 
this weather. I wonder if our little cousin knows a single thing about 
Ha! Ha! 
He laughs. 
ELEANOR 
You should dry off, too. 
HUGO 
There's no point. I'm not made of paper. Shall we play a round of piquet by the fire? 
ELEANOR 
Willingly. 
They settle in. 
SEBASTIAN 
Ophelia, I'd like to have a few words next door. Come with me. 
They exit. Hugo and Eleanor play. 
HUGO 
You're a better player than me. You're not bored? 
ELEANOR 
I like playing with you. 
HUGO 
As a good wife should. It seems to me that little Frederic has been less in your skirts, 
lately. Am I wrong? 
ELEANOR 
No, he is very afraid. 
HUGO 
Ha! Ha! With good reason. He has skin like a little girl, bones like a little bird. A heart, 
too, I imagine. And the rest very much in keeping, doubtless. 
ELEANOR 
There's no proof of that. 
HUGO 
That's all I can hope. 
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He laughs. 
ELEANOR 
You're going to lose if you keep playing this badly, Hugo. What's on your mind? 
HUGO 
You. You are the only restful woman I've ever known. Eleanor. 
ELEANOR 
What do you mean by a restful woman? 
HUGO 
A woman who's not always hanging on your coat tails. My first wife ... 
ELEANOR, interrupting 
Ophelia.. . 
HUGO, embarrassed 
Yes, Ophelia ... Funny, I'm always under the impression that she's dead. 
ELEANOR 
An impression shared by all our relations. 
HUGO 
Yes. Well, Ophelia was always after me. You know, "Take me hunting, carry my gun, 
ooh my gun is so heavy, don't shoot at the poor little animal," etc. Killed me, she did. 
ELEANOR 
Whereas I... 
P 
HUGO 
You, you stay here, I don't know what you do with your days and it's not for me to ask. 
Not so? 
ELEANOR 
It's true. We never ask each other anything. 
HUGO 
Do you think we're wrong? 
ELEANOR 
We're right. I detest questions. You as well. 
HUGO 
I imagine you knew some of Frederic's type before, well, maybe a bit cleverer? 
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ELEANOR 
Yes, and? 
HUGO 
The difference doesn't bother you? 
ELEANOR 
I've been here these five years. 
HUGO 
That's a good answer. 
ELEANOR, tenderly 
Hugo ... You're very good for me. 
HUGO, embarrassed 
Well then, very good. End of discussion. 
A moment later. 
ELEANOR, softly 
Hugo, you've never imagined that I could deceive you? 
HUGO, categorical 
No. 
ELEANOR 
Will you tell me why? 
They should both seem very absorbed by their cards. 
HUGO 
It's simple, if you deceive me, I kill you. If I kill you, being a bigamist and a widower, I 
find myself remarried to Ophelia. And I want to avoid that. Ha ha ... ! (He bursts out 
laughing.) And then how could I worry? You fall asleep by my side, as far as I know, 
and though I may be a deep sleeper ... 
ELEANOR 
Though you may be a deep sleeper? 
HUGO, laughing 
No, don't you worry. You haven't deceived me, Eleanor. I'm not worried. Assure 
yourself of one thing: a deceived man always knows. It's an eighth sense all husbands 
have, when they are lovers. And I am a loving husband. 
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ELEANOR, tender 
And loved. 
She places her hand on his. Tender look. Enter Frederic. 
ELEANOR 
Frederic, you've changed? Come sit near me. You're going to observe an instructional 
round of piquet. 
FREDERIC, embarrassed 
I don't want to bother you. 
ELEANOR 
Not at all. 
HUGO, scolding 
Sit down, for Christ's sake, since my wife is asking you. You're not afraid of women, at 
least? It seems that's a spreading affliction among refined young people. 
FREDERIC 
I can guarantee that as for myself. .. 
He laughs. 
ELEANOR 
Frederic is quite the opposite, even. Frederic loves women, I know everything about him. 
She laughs. Eleanore 's hand seizes Frederic 's; the latter struggles, then freezes. 
ELEANOR 
You won't escape me, little cousin. 
FREDERIC, wild-eyed 
What? 
ELEANOR 
You will watch this round from start to finish. 
HUGO 
She's right. That way you'll be able to beat Agatha. Why are you fidgeting like that? 
Are you ill? 
FREDERIC 
I'm fine. It's hot here by the fire, that's all. 
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ELEANOR, voice lowered a 
Here, I feel sorry you. 
From behind, we see her let go of Frederic 's hand. Enter Agatha, visibly worried, then 
Sebastian and Ophelia. 
AGATHA 
I'm beginning to feel the time drag. Why not make a little music with your ee-lek-tri-si- 
tee? 
SEBASTIAN 
Now I've seen everything. I'll set up the gramophone right now. 
FREDERIC 
And 1'11 go bring a few discs. 
He exits. The gramophone plays a waltz. 
OPHELIA 
Agatha? 
AGATHA 
Yes, little one? 
OPHELIA 
Do you think "Julian" is a nice name for a boy? 
AGATHA 
Yes, why? 
Se bastian makes panicked gestures. 
OPHELIA 
Because. 
Agatha shrugs. 
HUGO 
I don't know if Frederic knows much about tractors, but in any case, he's starting to get 
interested in country life. Ha! ha! ... 
Huge laugh. 
OPHELIA 
Agatha? 
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AGATHA 
Yes, little one? 
OPHELIA 
For having a baby, it's nine months, right? 
Deeply thoughtful silence. 
AGATHA 
Why are you knitting, Ophelia? 
SEBASTIAN 
Do you like to waltz, Agatha? 
AGATHA 
One moment. Why, Ophelia? 
SEBASTIAN 
I'm inviting you, Agatha. Come on, what the hell, the Falsens have always been 
renowned dancers. 
OPHELIA 
It's for my bCbC. 
AGATHA, yelling 
What? 
Eleanor and Hugo look up ?om their game. 
ELEANOR 
What's happening? 
SEBASTIAN 
Nothing. Ophelia is going mad. 
AGATHA 
Ophelia is expecting a baby ... 
Brouhaha. 
AGATHA 
It is a great misfortune but also a great joy, Hugo. The Falsen name will be conserved. I 
must say, Eleanor, I was worried. 
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ELEANOR 
You're expecting a baby, Ophelia? That was why you were sick? 
OPHELIA 
Yes, I'll name him Julian. 
AGATHA 
Julian Falsen, it has a ring to it. But what complications! 
HUGO, exploding 
What does this all mean, I haven't touched Ophelia since our... uh ... separation. 
OPHELIA 
No, Hugo, it's not your b6bC. It's Sebastian's. 
Meanwhile, Sebastian has, with the help of a chair, climbed on top of an armoire. 
HUGO 
Where is he, where is he, that low-life ... 
ELEANOR 
Sebastian. .. That's enough. Get down. 
SEBASTIAN 
So that brute can strangle me, no thank you. Because I'm telling you, I mean to make 
amends. 
HUGO, mad with rage 
Make amends.. . make amends.. . and how would you make amends, imbecile. .. That's my 
wife. 
SEBASTIAN 
I won't be able to make amends, perhaps, but you have to admit it's more your fault than 
mine. 
HUGO 
Get down. 
SEBASTIAN 
Not on your life. And stop screaming like that in front of Ophelia. I don't want my child 
to end up timid, or full of complexes. 
ELEANOR 
Sebastian, you're going too far. 
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SEBASTIAN 
What are you all screaming about. Don't you think that a brand new little soul, new and 
innocent-and with Ophelia chances are it will be-will freshen the troubled air in this 
castle. 
OPHELIA 
It won't be a shame! 
SEBASTIAN 
I can already see Hugo rocking frail little Julian in his great arms, so strong ... Here now, 
here now, I'm tearing up. 
HUGO 
I'm going to break your spine. 
AGATHA 
I've said it all along. Sebastian, you are a man without honor and without faith, a 
renegade. With you, shame and misfortune entered our home. May the gods ... 
HUGO 
You, be quiet. 
SEBASTIAN 
And why are you screaming like that? Isn't that a bit amoral of you, Hugo? Why would 
you want your wife to be denied certain pleasures? Is she an object? And who'd pay 
attention to her? No one. If Frederic hadn't made me think about it ... 
HUGO 
Him again. Where is he? 
SEBASTIAN 
He is certainly not on top of an armoire, although he's been dying to be for the last fifteen 
days, poor thing. 
ELEANOR 
Frederic has nothing to do with this, Hugo. Don't be unfair. 
HUGO 
If you please.. . ! 
SEBASTIAN 
What's more, our union has been blessed. If we have to, we'll live on this armoire, 
Ophelia and me. With the bebe. It'll be a bit tight, but maternal love works miracles. 
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OPHELIA, crying 
I don't want anyone to hurt Sebastian. He's been very nice to me. Just as nice as 
Richard.. . 
HUGO 
Who is Richard? 
AGATHA 
Why, that's a gamekeeper! 
Consternated silence. 
HUGO 
Because him, too. Oh that, that's extraordina ry... And who else, Ophelia, are you not 
ashamed? 
SEBASTIAN 
There, dear man, I'm with you. I did believe myself to be the first, well, second. 
OPHELIA, crying 
That's all. You didn't ask me, Sebastian. 
SEBASTIAN 
Don't cry, cupcake, I forgive you. 
HUGO 
You forgive her? You forgive her? You get an unwitting young woman pregnant, and 
you forgive her! 
SEBASTIAN 
Not so unwitting. And then, I'm committed to living with her, to providing for her ... 
HUGO 
You mean letting me provide for you, is that it? 
SEBASTIAN 
You are the husband, no? 
He laughs. Enter Frederic. 
FREDERIC, astonished 
Here now, Sebastian. 
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HUGO 
Ah! There you are, you. 
FREDERIC 
Yes. But what is Sebastian doing? 
HUGO 
He's living a bit longer. As soon as he gets down, I'll kill him. He made Ophelia 
pregnant. 
FREDERIC 
Ophelia? Why? 
HUGO 
Are you done asking questions? 
He takes a step toward Frederic. 
SEBASTIAN 
Don't worry about me, old man. He'll calm down. He couldn't make my baby an 
orphan. 
HUGO 
Come, Agatha. We need to talk. 
They exit. Sebastian comes down and takes Ophelia by the hand. 
SEBASTIAN 
You couldn't keep quiet ... All right, let's go. Now there'll be two of us wandering the 
halls ... 
OPHELIA 
NO, three of us, now. 
They exit. 
FREDERIC 
If it weren't for you, I'd try to get away ... I can't take this any more. 
ELEANOR 
Poor Frederic ... I love you well enough sometimes. 
FREDERIC 
You love me well enough ... What a funny adverb for the word "love." 
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ELEANOR 
In any case, it's the one that came to mind. 
FREDERIC 
Eleanor, I'm asking you one more time. Help me make you happy, help me understand 
you. 
ELEANOR, furious 
Here we go.. . this had to happen. Now you want to understand me. .. But, my little 
Frederic, do you know why I left Paris, and London, and Stockholm, and the men of 
Paris, and London, and Stockholm? Do you know why, at twenty-eight, I live in a 
desolate castle? 
FREDERIC, dumbfounded 
No, I don't see.. . 
ELEANOR 
Because with the men I've known it's been nothing but that, my dear: they wanted to 
understand me. That's your generation for you. 
FREDERIC 
I don't see the harm.. . 
ELEANOR 
Oh no? You really believe that women insist on being understood? They could care less, 
little one. Women want to be kept, do you hear me, "kept," and they end up with 
simpletons who are just barely able to make speeches and, at best, make love. I myself 
don't have anything to explain, as a woman, and Hugo understood that. If he finds out 
I'm deceiving him, he won't try to understand, not him. He'll kill me. He feeds me, he's 
attached to me and proves it to me each night. There you are. 
FREDERIC 
If you're so happy with him ... 
He chuckles. 
ELEANOR 
Oh, you mean our nights? Alas! One doesn't spend five years in Paris unscathed: along 
with men, one learns the meaning of boredom and comedy. 
Onstage, Sebastian and Ophelia, dressed in modern clothes. It is very late. They sit on 
the ground and eat mournfully. 
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SEBASTIAN 
Thank heavens I chose such a resourceful companion. Apart from a few little 
inconveniences like getting me condemned to death by the master of the house, she 
provides for me... 
OPHELIA 
Who are you talking about? 
SEBASTIAN 
You. When I think that, a few days ago, I would walk freely into this room, letting my 
footsteps ring out. And that now I live between the oubliettes and the attic, with my 
pregnant wife, fleeing Herod, no, Hugo. 
OPHELIA 
I think it's kind of fun. I'm so used to it. Hold on, look what I found for you. 
She undoes her belt andproduces a ravishing light gray men's sweater. 
SEBASTIAN 
What is it? I always thought you were first-rate, in spite of my mistake. 
OPHELIA 
It's a sweater I stole from Frederic. He has tons, and, since he has to be in period dress, 
he can't wear them. 
SEBASTIAN, changing 
What a charming sweater! It's the only pleasant side of this exile, going back to normal 
clothes. 
OPHELIA 
I took one for me, too. Right now it's a bit big, but in two months it'll fit just fine. 
SEBASTIAN 
Let me hope that in two months, Hugo will have calmed down. And that you'll be 
knitting by the family hearth with, uh ... your two sisters-in-law. 
OPHELIA 
I don't care either way. Tell me, do you love me, Sebastian? 
SEBASTIAN 
Why yes, cupcake, of course. Would I have wanted to have a child with you otherwise? 
He laughs, but kindly. 
OPHELIA 
And that means what? 
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SEBASTIAN 
What? 
OPHELIA 
Love? That you love me? 
SEBASTIAN 
Let me think ... love is what we do at night, sometimes. Plus some variations, among the 
intellectual. 
OPHELIA 
That's good. I thought it was something more complicated ... Listen. 
We hear the sound of footsteps. 
SEBASTIAN 
Time to hide. 
They slip behind the upstage curtains. Enter Frederic and Eleanor, the latter in a 
dressing gown. 
ELEANOR 
Why are you so nervous? You've found a body? 
She laughs. 
FREDERIC, gravely 
Someone has searched my things. My bags have been plundered. 
ELEANOR 
Your bags ... ? But by whom? 
FREDERIC 
Who do you think? 
ELEANOR 
Listen, you're mad. I can hardly see Hugo searching your suitcases ... He's not the type. 
FREDERIC 
Deranged men don't have a type. They can do anything. And who else could it be? 
Sebastian and that poor young woman are hiding in the attic and don't dare come out 
because of that brute ... Nothing in the world could make Agatha enter a man's room. 
Well? No, I'm telling you, he was looking for a note from you, for proof? 
Eleanor keeps a thoughtful silence. 
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FREDERIC 
It's come to this. We're being hunted. The four normal people in this house are being 
hunted by a sadist and a history-obsessed old maniac. 
ELEANOR 
You can't say that Ophelia and Sebastian are particularly normal. 
Behind the curtain, we see the aforementionedpair laughing. 
ELEANOR 
Listen, don't over-dramatize. Sooner or later, Hugo will forgive Sebastian ... He quite 
likes him, deep down. As for your bags, it must have been a chambermaid looking for, 
oh I don't know, an old photo of you. 
She laughs. 
FREDERIC 
That's all you know how to do. Laugh. And you defy Hugo, you take my hand in front 
of him, you throw me glances, make allusions ... 
ELEANOR 
But not so long ago you were reproaching me my diurnal coldness. You were 
complaining about "disappearing from my eyes with the cock's crow," you were making 
allusions yourself. Well? 
FREDERIC 
That was before. 
ELEANOR, innocently 
Before what? 
FREDERIC 
Before Gunther's death. Then, I understood: your husband is mad. 
ELEANOR 
Oh! Frederic, I beg you. I detest such insults. 
FREDERIC 
And me, I detest being beaten with a stick. 
ELEANOR 
Well then ... it's simple. Give me up. We'll never speak of it again. We'll be good 
friends, cousin. 
She has assumed a theatrical tone. 
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FREDERIC 
Only, I love you. Fine, I'll admit, I'm afraid. And why wouldn't I be afraid? Why 
would I want to die? 
ELEANOR 
Take a hunting rifle. Sleep with it. We'll be a little cramped ... 
FREDERIC 
And even. .. If Hugo comes into my room one fine morning? Hmrn? Would I know 
whether he's coming to strangle me or talk about his lousy crops? 
ELEANOR 
Clearly. But perhaps it's me he'd strangle, rather than you ... 
FREDERIC 
You think so ... ! It's only sentimental types who strangle their wife. Strong men strangle 
the other man. 
ELEANOR 
But Hugo isn't a strong man. He's a little boy, a poor baby that needs looking after. 
She looks tender. 
FREDERIC 
Eleanor, I'm being serious. Did you see how he was looking at me tonight, at the dinner 
table? 
ELEANOR, irritated 
Oh! Listen, Frederic, that's enough. I'm terribly sorry for you, but then I did warn you 
that you had best leave before the snow. What am I supposed to do if my husband is a 
sanguine and nervous man? He's taken a dislike to you, it's a fact, but ... 
The lights suddenly go out. 
ELEANOR 
The fuse must have blown. 
We hear a deep laugh, a stifled cry, and a fallen chair. When the lights come back up, 
Frederic is perched on Sebastian 's armoire, wan. Hugo has turned the electricity back 
on, he is in a dressing gown, a hunting rzjle in his hand. 
HUGO 
Well? 
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ELEANOR 
Will you put down that dreadful gun, Hugo, it clashes with your costume. 
HUGO, to Frederic 
Well? 
FREDERIC, wan 
Well what? 
HUGO 
You're coming down, yes or no? 
Frederic comes down @om the armoire. 
HUGO 
What are you doing here at night? Drinking the Falsen schnapps on the sly? And you, 
Eleanor? Did you hear suspicious sounds? I have to say that I woke up when you le ft... 
A Falsen doesn't sleep well without his wife. 
ELEANOR 
You have a good ear. 
HUGO 
Excellent. So, Frederic, lurk about at night, do we? Hoping to find Ophelia or 
Sebastian? 
While speaking he fiddles negligently with his gun. Frederic squirms. 
FREDEFUC 
Well, actually yes, I did hear a sound. I got up and arrived just as Eleanor arrived herself. 
We were wondering.. . 
HUGO 
We'll find them. And then ... (He suddenly walks toward the upstage curtains and reveals 
the two refugees.) Here now, here now... Come into the light, then, both of you. 
He menaces them with his gun. 
SEBASTIAN 
Really, Hugo, put down that contraption, you're muscular enough to do without. 
HUGO 
Be quiet. You're going to see, my dear Frederic, what happens to whoever touches what 
is mine. 
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OPHELIA, laughing 
Oh! Hugo, you sound like Bluebeard. 
HUGO 
Over there is an excellent iron chest. They used to put dogs in it after an unsuccessful 
hunt. 
SEBASTIAN 
My hunt was actually quite successful. 
HUGO 
Don't interrupt. Howl as they might, the dogs couldn't be heard. It's quite handy. Do 
you follow? 
SEBASTIAN 
Uh ... Yes ... in theory. 
ELEANOR 
Hugo ... You're not going to ... 
HUGO 
Get in. 
SEBASTIAN 
You really believe we can't make some other arrangement? I don't know, anything 
else ... settle things like gentlemen, even, if you like. 
HUGO, ferociously 
Get in. 
Sebastian and Ophelia get into the iron cabinet. We hear Ophelia 's voice say: "It's 
dark. " Hugo closes and locks the door. 
ELEANOR 
Hugo ... He's my brother ... 
HUGO 
I'm devastated. 
FREDEIUC 
You won't get away with this. You're a murderer. 
HUGO 
And? You can talk all you like in Stockholm in two months, you can return with 
policemen. You'll find the chest empty. And they won't believe you. Ophelia is dead to 
all of Sweden. Now she will be for good. As for Sebasti an... he's no model citizen. 
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Besides, I don't know if you'll make it to Stockholm ... You're starting to annoy me, my 
boy. 
He exits. Frederic throws himself at the cabinet doors, calls, "Sebastian! Ophelia!" 
Nothing. He turns to face Eleanor. 
FREDERIC 
You're not going to let this happen? 
ELEANOR 
I... I... it's too horrible ... Sebasti an... 
FREDERIC 
And Ophelia ... Can't you get the key back from him? 
ELEANOR 
You must be joking ... There's enough oxygen for a day, maybe two, in there ... But after 
that, after that ... 
She turns away. 
FREDERIC 
Agatha? 
ELEANOR 
She obeys Hugo. 
FREDERIC 
The servants? 
ELEANOR 
They obey Hugo. They fear him more than the devil. 
FREDERIC 
Someone has to go for help. At all costs. I'll have to make it there and back within 
twenty-four hours. How far away is the town? 
ELEANOR 
Five, six kilometers. But you won't make it ... Oh God! Sebastian!! 
FREDERIC 
I'll have to. In any case, he'd kill me. I'm going to leave through the French windows 
downstairs. You'll distract him while I do. 
ELEANOR 
Frederic, you won't make it. 
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FREDERIC 
When that monster is behind bars, you'll come away with me. It's certain? 
ELEANOR 
Yes. 
Frederic kisses her hand. 
ELEANOR 
Frederic.. . 
FREDERIC 
My love ... 
ELEANOR 
I'm begging you, be careful! 
He runs out. Eleanor yells, "Sebastian!" andpounds on the safe. Enter Hugo, who 
wordlessly opens the door with the key. Sebastian and Ophelia appear, frightened, in the 
doorway. 
HUGO 
I'm the only one here with a head on my shoulders. He's gone and gone for good. 
All watch him head toward the stairway. Gunther passes with his wood-bundle. 
ALL 
Gunther ! 
Hugo bursts out laughing. 
SEBASTIAN, admiringly 
You really had us going! 
ELEANOR 
You frightened me! 
HUGO 
It's all right, now, come here! 
He holds out his hand. Eleanor goes to him. 
Sunlight brightens the room. Onstage, Agatha and Ophelia are knitting. Enter Gunther, 
pushing the mother-in-law's chair. 
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GUNTHER 
She had a very nice walk. 
AGATHA, over her shoulder 
Who, now? (Turning) Oh! Mother! 
GUNTHER 
It must be said that the weather is exceptionally mild. The birds sang above our heads, 
the trees rustled and the wind seemed a simple sigh come from warm lands. 
AGATHA 
Very good. Put her in front of the fireplace anyway. 
GUNTHER 
Nothing matches the warmth of the hearth, truly. She is right, and I hope that he will 
soon arrive. 
AGATHA 
Who, he? 
GUNTHER, mischievously 
I do not yet know his name (pointing to Ophelia), but he will be born at the sweet bloom 
of the briars. 
He bows and exits. 
AGATHA 
I wonder what that poor Gunther could have read during his seclusion. In any case, it 
went straight to his head. But it's very good this way. The poor, too, have the right to 
dream. 
OPHELIA 
You're a communist, Agatha? 
AGATHA, astounded 
But what's come over you, little one? 
OPHELIA 
Nothing. Just a question. Ha! Ha! 
She plays dumb. Agatha and Ophelia knit. 
OPHELIA 
Are you really sure about what you said, Agatha? 
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AGATHA 
Of course. What about? 
OPHELIA 
Well, for the baby shirt ... Knit one forward, slip one back ... 
AGATHA 
Well? 
OPHELIA 
I don't know, it seems stupid. It's just chasing your tail in the end: knit one forward, slip 
one back. 
AGATHA 
Chasing your tail! What is this new language? You're not going to start debating about 
knitting, now! You know nothing about it and the rules for knitting have been fixed for a 
thousand years. 
OPHELIA 
We must always continue to question everything. 
AGATHA 
Oh, if you please! Stop mimicking Sebastian. 
Enter Sebastian and Eleanor, in riding gear. 
SEBASTIAN 
We galloped through the apple-green forest for an hour. It was charming! 
AGATHA 
Have you at least thought about a name for your child? 
SEBASTIAN, dreamily 
What do you think of Remy? 
AGATHA 
Remy? Remy? Why must you at all costs give a French name to this child, who, after 
all, will have the purest of Swedish blood ... 
SEBASTIAN 
The purest ... Finally a compliment! Agatha ... the first compliment in three years. Oh! 
Let me... 
He throws himselfat her and embraces her 
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AGATHA, moved 
My dear Sebasti an... our differences have little weight before the happy event to come... 
And between us, these ... what to call them, these quarrels ... this ... 
ELEANOR, prompting 
This enmi ty... 
OPHELIA 
Oh! What a pretty name for a girl ... Enmity, Enmity Falsen. 
SEBASTIAN 
No, my darling, Enmity Von Milhem. I am the father, if not the husband. 
OPHELIA 
I'm hungry. I'm always hungry. How pleasant. 
AGATHA 
How can it be pleasant? 
OPHELIA 
It gives me something to do: I'm hungry. When I see the sun, I'm hungry. When I see 
Hugo, I'm hungry, when I walk, I'm hungry, when I'm nauseous, I'm hungry. 
Enter Hugo. 
HUGO 
The barley is going to be superb this year. 
OPHELA 
Oh! What a nice name for a boy: Barley. 
ELEANOR 
Let's hope you'll have twins: Enmity and Barley. 
OPHELIA 
Yes, Enmity and Barley Falsen. 
SEBASTIAN 
Oh, no! Enmity and Barley Von Milhem. 
HUGO, buffooning 
Oh, what's it to you? 
SEBASTIAN, drily 
It irritates me. 
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ELEANOR 
My little brother is irritated, my dear little brother. 
She kisses him. Happy family atmosphere. Enter Gunther, with a message in hand. 
GUNTHER 
A letter for her. 
He exits. 
AGATHA, reading 
Oh, no! This is just too much. They're sending us another cousin, Eric Ettingen! Three 
years ago, it was that poor Gund, two years ago, that Vladimir, last year, Christian, this 
winter, that poor Frederic ... And you remember in what state they found him, too, at the 
edge of the Zema forest. Such tiny bones ... There won't be a drop of young blood left in 
all of Sweden! 
All remain in thoughtful silence. 
ELEANOR, dreamily 
And what's he like, this Eric Ettingen? 
All turn to look at her. The mother-in-law lifts her arms into the air. 
